Daily Announcements October 2017 by Wofford College.  Office of Marketing and Communications
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Burglary, theft reported
Date: October 1, 2017 at 6:04 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To: Campus Community
 
A student reported a burglary and the theft of  her Dell laptop from her unlocked room
in Greene Hall between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 30. Campus Safety is
investigating the incident. 
 
Students and employees are reminded to always lock their rooms and offices
whenever they are not present. Campus Safety asks that anyone who may have seen
a person or persons enter a room that was not their own to contact Campus Safety at
864-597-4350 with the information.
 
Randy Hall
Director of Campus Safety
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303
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Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, October 2, 2017
Date: October 2, 2017 at 9:05 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
MUSC School of Nursing Visit
Upcoming Events
Veterinary School Seminar
Faculty Research Symposium #2
What Can You Do With a Psychology Degree
Lunch & Learn with Corry Oakes
UKirk
Fiction Reading by Scott Gould
Holy Communion
Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration
Documentary Screening of Afia Attack and Q & A Session with Ujuaku Akukwe-
Nwakalor
Announcements
Mr. Wofford and Homecoming Court Nominations
Student Worker - Wofford Urban Farmer
We want your pet photos




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/2/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




MUSC School of Nursing Visit
Date/Time: 10/2/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: 
Details: Are you interested in a career in nursing? A representative from MUSC's School








Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Veterinary School? Come learn about admissions requirements, the
application process and many other commonly asked questions from Lincoln Memorial
University College of Veterinary Medicine. 
Contact: Dr. Lori Cruze
Email: cruzel@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4667
Faculty Research Symposium #2
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Join us over lunch to hear about the interesting and exciting research projects that
several faculty members worked on with internal funding awarded during the '16-'17
academic year (Phil Dorroll, Beate Brunow & Britt Newman, Catherine Schmitz, Tim
Bersak, Katherine Steinmetz, Phillip Stone). Each will give a short presentation and field
questions. Organized by the Faculty Development Committee, this is the second of four
scheduled faculty research symposia (Nov. 28 is the next). Lunch will be provided by the




What Can You Do With a Psychology Degree
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:30:00 AM
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: RMSC 225
Cost: Free
Details: Psychology Kingdom presents our first workshop of the semester: What can you
do with a psychology degree? Join Dr. Kara Bopp for an informational meeting about
career options in the field of psychology. Bring your lunch and come with questions!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Lunch & Learn with Corry Oakes
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Corry Oakes is a Founding Partner, the President and Chief Executive Officer of
OTO Development. He serves on the Franchise Advisory Council for Hyatt Place by
Hyatt and is the President for the AC by Marriott Advisory Council. Mr. Oakes was
previously the Chief Operating Officer and President of Extended Stay America, Inc.
Extended Stay America, Inc. was the fastest growing owner-operated hotel chain in





Date/Time: 10/3/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Presbyterian Church
Cost: 
Details: Join us for an evening of good food, fellowship, and a bible study to learn more
about the word of God.
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
Fiction Reading by Scott Gould
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for an hour of insight and entertainment as Scott Gould ('81) reads





Date/Time: 10/4/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated on Wednesday from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated on Wednesday from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in





Date/Time: 10/6/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: N/A
Details: The Chinese Program and The Asian Program would like to invite you to attend
the Mid-Autumn Festival. The Mid-Autumn Festival, or Moon Festival, is the second
most important traditional holiday in China. It is also broadly celebrated in East Asia,
Southeast Asia, and their overseas communities. This festival commemorates the autumn
harvest while enjoying a full moon with family and friends. It is similar to Thanksgiving
in U.S and is celebrated on the 15th day of August in the lunar calendar. This year it takes
place on Wednesday, Oct. 4. Our celebration event will take place Friday, Oct. 6, (the
Roman version), 2017, from 5 - 7 p.m. at the Pavilion. Please join us for Chinese food,
moon cake, fruits, games, and crafting activities. This event is open to the public. 
Contact: Dr. Yongfang Zhang
Email: zhangy@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4902
Documentary Screening of Afia Attack and Q & A Session with Ujuaku Akukwe-
Nwakalor
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford College Association of Multicultural Students presents a FREE
documentary screening of Afia Attack: The Untold Story of Women in the Nigeria-Biafra
War. The screening will be followed by a Q & A session with producer Ujuaku Akukwe-
Nwakalor. Akukwe-Nwakalor is a media entrepreneur, filmmaker, media consultant and







Mr. Wofford and Homecoming Court Nominations
Details: Calling all clubs and organizations: It's that time of year again! Please submit
your nominations for both Homecoming Queen and Mr. Wofford to me by email. Your
nomination for Homecoming Queen must be a Senior, but, remember, Mr. Wofford can be
from any year. Nominations will be open until Oct. 5, so act fast! We've got a great




Student Worker - Wofford Urban Farmer
Details: The Wofford Sustainability Committee seeks to hire two student farmers to grow
food at the Hub City Farmers' Market Urban Farm. Students' primary responsibilities will
be to help grow food and maintain the farm, but will also help plan for the 2018 growing
season, and develop educational programs for the community. They will be under the
direct supervision of Farmer Meg Whiteley, and will also work under Dr. Amy Telligman
Job Details available at Terrierblackbook.com https://goo.gl/2TWXpq Please have your




We want your pet photos
Details: Wofford's Annual Blessing of the Animals is coming up in a few weeks on Oct.
11. We know that most of your pets are at home, so Chaplain Robinson will bless them
through pictures. Email us a picture to woffordblessings@gmail.com TODAY. Be sure to
include the name of your pet. We will post the photos and call them by name during the
blessing next week. Faculty and staff are invited to submit photos, too. Rev. Ron has
blessed dogs, cats, fish, horses, hermit crabs, snakes, lizards, rats, gerbils, pigs, hedgehogs





Resume Check - Wednesday & Friday
Details: Stop by the table this Wednesday and Friday in Burwell and have a member from
The Space give your resume a "once over" to make sure you are presenting yourself in the





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE TO FACULTY AND STAFF: FERPA resources
Date: October 2, 2017 at 3:04 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Faculty and Staff
From:   Stacey Hettes, Associate Provost for Faculty Development
Re:       FERPA – the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act
 
As we have just completed Week 4 of classes this academic semester, many faculty
member have or soon will administer tests and collect our first major assignments. This
also probably is when those who oversee student workers must submit their time cards
and other documents.
 
It seems like a good time for a reminder about FERPA. The U.S. Department of Education
has numerous legally mandated statutes to ensure that student records remain private. This
includes personal information, such as ID numbers, as well as performance information,
such as grades.
 
Jennifer Allison, our registrar, is well-versed in FERPA-related issues and can serve as a
great resource. She also has developed the attached easy reference handout for faculty and
staff regarding frequently asked questions about FERPA regulations. You also can
reference more about FERPA on the Registrar’s website at
http://www.wofford.edu/registrar/.
 
The Department of Education provides free online training known as FERPA 101: For
Colleges and Universities. The training takes about 40 minutes to complete. Go to
https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/training/ferpa-101-colleges-universities. Faculty and staff
will need to set up login information, including name, email and college affiliation.
 
Faculty who attended Jennifer’s training session in August should be up to date on this
information. Those who were unable to attend should review the materials attached and
complete the training.
 





Stacey R. Hettes, Ph. D.
Associate Provost for Faculty Development




Note to Wofford Colleagues and Students:  My office has recently re-located to the
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It’s Your Responsibility 
FERPA: What Faculty Members Need to Know 
It’s the Law 
FERPA (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act), also known as the Buckley Amendment, 
was passed by Congress in 1974. FERPA applies to all current and former students of the 
college. It grants four specific rights to a postsecondary student: 
1. To see the information that the institution is keeping on the student. 
2. To seek amendment to those records and in certain cases append a statement to the record. 
3. To consent to disclosure of his/her records. 
4. To file a complaint with the FERPA Office in Washington. 
**FERPA applies to all educational agencies or institutions that receive funds under any program administered by the 
U.S. Secretary of Education, including Wofford College. FERPA governs what may be released but does not require that 
any information be released. 
As a faculty member, you have a legal responsibility under FERPA to protect the confidentiality of the student 
educational records in your possession. You have access to student information only for legitimate use in the completion of 
your responsibilities as a college employee. “Need to know” is the basic principle. Your access to student information, including 
directory information, is based on your role within the college. You may not release lists or files with student information to any third 
party outside your department. Student educational records (other than directory information) are considered confidential and 
may not be released without written consent of the student. Student information stored in electronic format must be secure and 
available only to those entitled to access that information. If you need to verify a request for student information, contact the Office 
of the Registrar (x4030). 
 
DIRECTORY  INFORMATION 
“Directory information is… information contained in an education 
record of a student which would not generally be considered 
harmful or an invasion of privacy if disclosed.” (FERPA Regu- 
lations, 34CFR, Part 99.3.) Directory information is considered 
public and can be released without the student’s written per- 
mission. However, the student may opt to keep this information 
confidential. Directory information can NEVER include Social 
Security Number, student identification number (W-Number), 
race, ethnicity, nationality, or gender. 
Directory information (i.e. disclosable without the student’s writ- 
ten permission) at Wofford College is defined as: 
• Student’s full name 
• Local and permanent address 
• Local and permanent telephone number 
• Email address 
• Hometown 
• Dates of attendance 
• Major and minor fields of study 
• Enrollment status 
• Class standing (e.g. junior) 
• Previous educational institutions attended 
• Participation in officially recognized sports and activities 
• Height and weight of student athletes 
• Awards and honors (e.g. Dean’s List) 
• Degree(s) conferred 
• Photographic or videotaped images of the student 
Directory or public information CANNOT always be released. Stu- 
dents can request to withhold directory information by contacting 
the Office of the Registrar. If the student has requested that direc- 
tory information be withheld, no information can be released. 
If the student does not have a restriction on the release of direc- 
tory information, it MAY be released. Note that FERPA does not 
require that directory information be released. College faculty 
who have a need to know may obtain directory information for a 
student with a confidentiality restriction, but would need to ac- 
quire this information from the Office of the Registrar and would 
not be permitted to release the information to anyone. 
RECORDS THAT ARE FERPA PROTECTED 
• Grades 
• Test scores 
• I.D. and social security numbers 
• Financial records 
• Disciplinary records 
• Class schedules 
Disclosure of information from confidential educational records 
is limited to the eligible student or to others: 
1. To whom the eligible student releases the records. 
2. Who have a “legitimate educational interest.” 
3. Who are entitled or permitted to know the content of the 
records by virtue of one or more FERPA “exceptions.” 
*** Items 2 and 3 above are strictly defined under FERPA. You should check 
with the Office of the Registrar before releasing any information. 
 
RECORDS NOT PROTECTED BY FERPA 
• Sole possession records 
• Law enforcement unit records 
• Employment records 
• Medical records (protected by HIPAA) 
• Post-attendance records 
 
PARENTAL RIGHTS UNDER FERPA 
When a student reaches the age of 18 or begins attending a 
postsecondary institution regardless of age, FERPA rights transfer 
to the student. Parents may obtain directory information at the 
discretion of the institution. 
Parents may obtain non-directory information (grades, GPA, etc.) 
at the discretion of the institution AND after it has been deter- 
mined that the student is legally their dependent. Parents should 
be referred to the Office of the Registrar. The Registrar will explain 
the process, contact the student, and ask the student to come 
by the Office and sign a consent form granting permission to 
release the requested information to the parent. It is generally the 
College’s practice not to make disclosures from a student’s educa- 
tional records involving academic matters to parents without the 
student’s written consent. 
FERPA Danger Zones 
• Circulating a printed class list with student name, ID number, and/or grades as an attendance roster. 
• Discussing the progress of any student with anyone other than the student without the consent of the student (e.g. 
parents, employers, other students). 
• Providing anyone with lists of students enrolled in your classes for any commercial purpose. 
• Providing anyone with student schedules or assisting anyone other than college employees in finding a student on 
campus. 
• Giving out directory information about a student who has requested confidentiality. 
• Re-disclosing confidential information to a third party without authorization. 
• Including personally identifiable information about student “A” in student “B’s” record without student “A’s” 
permission. 
• Including FERPA protected information in a letter of reference without the student’s written permission (this includes 
the student’s GPA or grade in your class). 
 
To Avoid FERPA Danger Zones 
• NEVER leave graded tests in a stack for students to pick up by sorting through the papers of all students. You 
may leave them with an administrative assistant to give out to the student OR you may place each test in a sealed 
envelope with the student’s name on it. 
• NEVER require students to use social security numbers, student ID numbers, birthdays, phone numbers, auto 
tag numbers, or derivatives of those numbers. 
• NEVER link the name of a student with that student’s ID number in any public manner. 
• NEVER post the grades, even if coded, in alphabetical order or any other recognizable order. Post grades only 
for students who have given written consent for such a posting. 
• NEVER mail grades to students UNLESS consent is received and a self-addressed envelope (no post cards) is 
supplied by the student. 
• Use e-mail as a last resort. While emailing grades is permissible under FERPA, the Department of Ed has ruled that 
an institution will be held responsible for a violation if any unauthorized individual sees the grade via your electronic 
transmission. 
• If you are giving out grades or other FERPA protected information over the phone, make sure that the person you 
are speaking to is your student. Ask questions that only the student could answer, such as the name of the course, an 
example of an assignment from the course, or questions that were on the final exam. 











OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
registrar@wofford.edu or 864-597-4030 
WOFFORD’S FERPA WEBSITE 
https://www.wofford.edu/registrar/FERPA 
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION FPCO 
http://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/index.html 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM ITS: Denial of service attack on network resources
Date: October 2, 2017 at 3:07 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Campus Community
From:   IT Services
 
On Thursday, Sept. 28, a denial of service attack affected some internal campus network
resources. ITS staff traced the attack to a student-owned laptop connected to the Terrier wireless
network. The attack was caused by a known issue with certain models of Lenovo laptop
computers. Anyone using a Lenovo laptop running Windows 8.1 should click on the link below to
ensure their laptop does not cause a similar issue. If you have any questions, please contact the
ITS Help Center at 864-597-HELP or help@wofford.edu.
 
Here's the link to Lenovo's support site explaining the affected systems and the solution.
https://support.lenovo.com/us/en/solutions/ht081844
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, October 3, 2017
Date: October 3, 2017 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





Faculty Research Symposium #2
What Can You Do With a Psychology Degree
The Space - Lunch & Learn w/ Corry Oakes
Debate Team Meeting
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
UKirk
Volleyball v. Presbyterian
Free Taco Dog and Salsa




Dinner with the Samhats
Movie & a Pizza with Wofford Films
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Announcements
Student Worker - Wofford Urban Farmer
LIVE Group Meeting (Chronic Illness Group)






Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: Lincoln Memorial University College of Veterinary Medicine Seminar. Learn
about admission requirements, the application process and answers to commonly asked
questions!
Contact: Dr. Lori Cruze
Email: cruzel@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4667
Faculty Research Symposium #2
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Join us over lunch to hear about the interesting and exciting research projects that
several faculty members worked on with internal funding awarded during the '16-'17
academic year (Phil Dorroll, Beate Brunow & Britt Newman, Catherine Schmitz, Tim
Bersak, Katherine Steinmetz, Phillip Stone). Each will give a short presentation and field
questions. Organized by the Faculty Development Committee, this is the second of four
scheduled faculty research symposia (Nov. 28 is the next). Lunch will be provided by the




What Can You Do With a Psychology Degree?
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: RMSC 225
Cost: Free
Details: Psychology Kingdom presents our first workshop of the semester: What can you
do with a psychology degree? Join Dr. Kara Bopp for an informational meeting about
career options in the field of psychology. Bring your lunch and come with questions!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
The Space - Lunch & Learn w/ Corry Oakes
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today in The Space for lunch and to hear Corry Oakes, a Wofford Alumni
and Trustee. Corry Oakes is a Founding Partner, the President and Chief Executive
Officer of OTO Development. He serves on the Franchise Advisory Council for Hyatt
Place by Hyatt and is the President for the AC by Marriott Advisory Council. Mr. Oakes
was previously the Chief Operating Officer and President of Extended Stay America, Inc.
Extended Stay America, Inc. was the fastest growing owner-operated hotel chain in






Date/Time: 10/3/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: MAIN 126
Cost: Free
Details: We will be sharing important updates and information so you don't want to miss




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga





Date/Time: 10/3/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Presbyterian Church
Cost: 
Details: Join us for an evening of good food, fellowship, and a bible study to learn more
about the word of God.




Date/Time: 10/3/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Come out and cheer on the Wofford Volleyball team as they look for their second




Free Taco Dog and Salsa
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: Salsa Greenville will come to teach us basic salsa and zumba moves. This is an
Details: Salsa Greenville will come to teach us basic salsa and zumba moves. This is an




Fiction Reading by Scott Gould
Date/Time: 10/3/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for an hour of insight and entertainment as Scott Gould ('81) reads





Date/Time: 10/3/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join RUF tonight for Large Group! This semester, we will be covering the "I am"
statements in John. Come for the message, stay for the free dessert at the end. We'd love







Date/Time: 10/4/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated on Wednesday from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in




Dinner with the Samhats
Date/Time: 10/4/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Front Lawn of President's Home
Cost: Free
Details: Everyone's favorite dinner is happening tomorrow night! Make sure to come out
early to President Samhat's front lawn to enjoy free hot dogs! There is a limited supply, so
early to President Samhat's front lawn to enjoy free hot dogs! There is a limited supply, so
make sure to come early and bring your friends. You won't want to miss it. 
Contact: Natalee Oldham 
Email: oldhamnh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4042
Movie & a Pizza with Wofford Films
Date/Time: 10/6/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: We watchin' a movie. Wes Anderson's Moonrise Kingdom Here's the trailer.
https://youtu.be/7N8wkVA4_8s Here's it's Rotten Tomatoes profile
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/moonrise_kingdom/. If you like.... - Highly stylized
movies - Colorful cinematography - Comedy - Coming of age movies. - Retro stuff This
movie is for you. Warning: It's a little strange But it's still fun, and there will be pizza!
And even more fun, there'll be an optional short discussion afterward. So come and see
this movie and then talk about it. It's going to be on Friday, Oct. 6, in McMillan Theater in
Campus Life at 6 p.m. If you don't know where McMillan Theater is, look for me. I'll
direct you in. If you don't know where Campus Life is...how long have you been going
here? Ask any random student. I know there's a volleyball game that weekend and if you
want to go...great! Go support our Terriers. If you don't want to go to a volleyball game
and you don't want to come to this...cool. Live ya life. But just know...you have us, and




Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in front of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host a community celebration for the opening of the
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts on Tuesday, Oct. 17. The celebration
begins with a brief program at 11 a.m., followed immediately by a campus-wide luncheon
on the lawn. Student tour guides will be available to lead people through the building




Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: In the second event of our fall series, we'll be hearing from Perry Henson
on?"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities."







Student Worker - Wofford Urban Farmer
Details: The Wofford Sustainability Committee seeks to hire two student farmers to grow
food at the Hub City Farmers' Market Urban Farm. Students' primary responsibilities will
be to help grow food and maintain the farm, but will also help plan for the 2018 growing
season, and develop educational programs for the community. They will be under the
direct supervision of Farmer Meg Whiteley, and will also work under Dr. Amy Telligman
Job Details available at Terrierblackbook.com https://goo.gl/2TWXpq Please have your




LIVE Group Meeting (Chronic Illness Group)
Details: Inaugural LIVE group meeting *Who: Students with Chronic Illnesses (any
disease that is longer in duration and has no known cure yet) *When: Thursday, Oct. 5 at
Noon. These meetings will occur every other week on Thursdays. *Where: Holcombe
Dining Room (bottom level of Burwell) -We will start with discussing ways to stay
healthy while living on a college campus, how to advocate for yourself during flare-ups,
and who to turn to if you can't advocate for yourself or if you hit a roadblock. Open for all





SENIORS: Get your quote in the yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites seniors to leave your mark on Wofford by
publishing a favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture
and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We
have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a







Details: Wofford Wesley is holding our weekly meeting tonight at 5:45 p.m., in the Space
Details: Wofford Wesley is holding our weekly meeting tonight at 5:45 p.m., in the Space
Conference Room. While we are Methodist in name, anyone interested in joining for free
dinner and our small group Bible study is welcome. Jesus was in a small group, and we




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FW: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, October 4, 2017
Date: October 4, 2017 at 9:05 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Resume Check - Today & Friday
Neuro Club
Holy Communion
Today's Fitness Class Schedule!
TEDxWoffordCollege
Dinner with the Samhats
Visit from MUSC School of Medicine
Upcoming Events
HHM: Hispanics & Latinos in STEM
Free Pure Barre Pop Up
Football vs Western Carolina
A Social Event for Biology Sophomores and Juniors
Announcements
Physics & Chemistry presents: Dr. Dean Hidas
Deadline Oct 5: Mr. Wofford and Homecoming Court Nominations
We want your pet photos!
LIVE Group Meeting (Chronic Illness Group)
Bonner Community Fund




Resume Check - Today & Friday
Date/Time: 10/4/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: free
Details: Stop by the table today and Friday in Burwell and have a member from The
Space give your resume a "once over" to make sure you are presenting yourself in the best
Space give your resume a "once over" to make sure you are presenting yourself in the best






Date/Time: 10/4/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: RMSC221
Cost: free
Details: Dr. Steinmetz, neuroscientist and psychology professor here at Wofford, will talk
at today's Neuro Club meeting. Come join us! If you want to get on the email list for





Date/Time: 10/4/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: FREE
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 in Mickel




Today's Fitness Class Schedule!
Date/Time: 10/4/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,





Date/Time: 10/4/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Milliken 225
Cost: 
Details: TED talks are one of our world's most effective mediums for conveying our most
innovative ideas and cutting-edge research. In the Fall of 2018, TEDxWoffordCollege
hopes to promote our liberal-arts values and demonstrate the creativity, ambition, and
talent within our Wofford community. Currently, we are actively looking to form a
committee that will work towards bringing TED to Wofford. If you have any interest in
working towards our goal, please come join us in Milliken 225 today at 5 p.m.!




Dinner with the Samhats
Date/Time: 10/4/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Front Lawn of President's Home
Cost: FREE
Details: Tonight is the night! Everyone's favorite dinner is happening! Make sure to come
out early to President Samhat's front lawn to enjoy free hot dogs!! There is a limited
supply, so make sure to come early and bring your friends. You won't want to miss it. See




Visit from MUSC School of Medicine
Date/Time: 10/4/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: 
Details: There will be a presentation given by two representatives of the MUSC School of
Medicine today (Wednesday, Oct. 4) at 7 p.m. in RMSC 121. The presenters will cover all
you need to know about medical school admissions for MUSC in Charleston, SC as well
as their new campus in Anderson, SC. All students interested in applying to medical






HHM: Hispanics & Latinos in STEM
Date/Time: 10/5/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Papadopoulos Room
Cost: Free
Details: The Office of Diversity and Inclusion, the Organization of Latin American
Students (OLAS) and Sigma Delta Pi National Hispanic Honor Society are hosting
Xiomara Irizarry, an engineer at GE. She will discuss how race and ethnicity have shaped




Free Pure Barre Pop Up
Free Pure Barre Pop Up
Date/Time: 10/6/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: The Horseshoe in front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Bring a towel or mat and some water and come see what Pure Barre is all about.
Try out the amazing pilates based barre class that is all the rave for FREE. Get there a few
minutes early to get a spot and get setup. No RSVP required. Welcome to all genders,
ages, and activity levels. 
Contact: Anna Grace Ellett
Email: EllettAG@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-612-6060
Football vs Western Carolina
Date/Time: 10/7/2017 1:30:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Come out and support our undefeated and Top 10 ranked Wofford Football team
as they take on Western Carolina in a key SoCon conference game. Kickoff is set for 1:30




A Social Event for Biology Sophomores and Juniors
Date/Time: 10/8/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Glendale Environmental Center
Cost: FREE
Details: Biology Sophomores and Juniors come out and meet your Biology faculty, their
families and some of their pets! Greet your fellow Biology majors also. Snack on fresh






Physics & Chemistry presents: Dr. Dean Hidas
Details: You are invited to hear Dr. Dean Hidas speak Friday, Oct. 6, in Olin 101. He will
be discussing "Particle Accelerators, Discovery, & the God Particle." "Modern particle
accelerators have allowed us to peer into atomic and subatomic structure as well as
biological and chemical processes at unprecedented levels. I will discuss the rich
landscape of the fundamental particles, the strong/electroweak forces and the search for





Deadline Oct 5: Mr. Wofford and Homecoming Court Nominations
Details: Calling all clubs and organizations: It's that time of year again! Please submit
your nominations for both Homecoming Queen and Mr. Wofford to me by email. Your
nomination for Homecoming Queen must be a senior, but, remember, Mr. Wofford can be
from any year. Nominations will be open until Oct. 5 so act fast! We've got a great




We want your pet photos!
Details: Wofford's Annual Blessing of the Animals is coming up next week on Oct. 11.
We know that most of your pets are at home, so Chaplain Robinson will bless them
through pictures. Email us a picture to woffordblessings@gmail.com TODAY. Be sure to
include the name of your pet. We will post the photos and call them by name during the
blessing next week. Faculty and staff are invited to submit photos, too. Rev. Ron has
blessed dogs, cats, fish, horses, hermit crabs, snakes, lizards, rats, gerbils, pigs, hedgehogs





LIVE Group Meeting (Chronic Illness Group)
Details: Inaugural LIVE group meeting *Who: Students with Chronic Illnesses (any
disease that is longer in duration and has no known cure yet) *When: Thursday, Oct. 5, at
noon. These meetings will occur every other week on Thursdays. *Where: Holcombe
Dining Room (bottom level of Burwell). We will start with discussing ways to stay
healthy while living on a college campus, how to advocate for yourself during flare-ups,
and who to turn to if you can't advocate for yourself or if you hit a roadblock. Open for all






Details: Please consider applying to the Bonner Community Fund! The Bonner
Community Fund is money allocated to students and members of the Wofford and
Spartanburg communities for service projects on campus and in the surrounding
community. Community funds can support new projects or be used to expand existing
ones. Learn more at: https://www.wofford.edu/bonnerScholars/communityFund/. The
deadline for fall semester applications has been extended to Monday, Oct. 16.




EDENS Financial Management Program Analyst Resume Drop
Details: EDENS Real Estate Investment Firm focuses on the acquisition, development,
redevelopment, management and disposition of retail centers. CORRECTION to their on
campus visit: EDENS will be conducting phone interviews with candidates. If you are
interested in applying and would like to submit your resume for consideration, please
email it to John Coleman colemanjn@wofford.edu in The Space by Oct. 7. More







Found: A chemistry textbook titled Chemistry by Chang/Goldsby was found. Please




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FW: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, October 12, 2017
Date: October 12, 2017 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




UKirk at the Table
RUF Lunch
New Faculty Orientation Lunch
Meditation Moments
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Ab lab is still on
Upcoming Events
The Business of Beer
Announcements
Interim Registration is next Week





UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Zach's
Cost: 
Details: Come grab some food from Zach's and join us at the table for fun and fellowship.




Date/Time: 10/12/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF as we eat lunch together and fellowship. There's no agenda just




New Faculty Orientation Lunch
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room in Burwell Building
Cost: 
Details: Our second New Faculty Orientation Lunch of the fall semester is Thursday, Oct.
12 from 11 a.m. until 12:40 p.m. in the Gray-Jones Room of Burwell. Our conversation
will focus on debriefing CATS (classroom assessment techniques) and collecting mid-





Date/Time: 10/12/2017 12:40:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Please join us today and every Thursday at 12:40 p.m. for a time of brief guided
meditation. Meditations are focused on breathing and clearing the mind in order to





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: There will be no Fitness Classes tonight, Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. Classes




Ab lab is still on
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson dance studio
Cost: Free







The Business of Beer
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Beer? Come here our alumni panelists John Bauknight '89 from RJ
Rockers, Pearce Fleming '96 from Commonhouse Aleworks and Matt Masten '96 from
Foothills Brewer discuss the Business of Beer. There will be a tasting for those 21 and






Interim Registration is next Week!
Details: Don't forget that registration for the January 2018 term is from Tuesday, Oct. 17,
through Friday, Oct. 20. The entire slate of interim classes is found here (on-campus
courses are listed first and range from JAN 301-JAN 358):
http://webs.wofford.edu/webdocs/courseSchedule201801.pdf 
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
SENIORS: Get Your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites seniors to leave your mark on Wofford by
publishing a favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture
and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We
have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a








Details: Thursday, Oct. 12: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. / Friday, Oct. 13: 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. / Saturday,




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, October 6, 2017
Date: October 6, 2017 at 8:51 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




National Tailgate Weekend: Bookstore SALE
Resume Check - Today & Friday
Physics & Chemistry presents: Dr. Dean Hidas
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration
Upcoming Events
No. 5 Wofford vs. No. 22 Western Carolina
Welcome to the Biology Major
Domestic Violence Awareness and Prevention
Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Announcements





National Tailgate Weekend: Bookstore SALE
Date/Time: 10/6/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Price of merchandise
Details: Celebrate National Tailgate Weekend with us! In preparation for our home
football game against Western Carolina, the Bookstore will be having a SALE today and
tomorrow! Save 25% on Adidas and Under Armour brand clothing for men, women, and
children. Save 25% on Tervis tumbler brand drinkware. Save 25% on Logo brand tailgate
accessories such as stadium cushions/seats, and tailgate chairs and tents. Sale prices also
available online at woffordshop.com so Terriers near and far can save! The Bookstore will
be open normal hours 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Friday. There will be extended hours for




Resume Check - Today & Friday
Date/Time: 10/6/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Stop by today the table in Burwell and have a member from The Space give your
resume a "once over" to make sure you are presenting yourself in the best manner





Physics & Chemistry presents: Dr. Dean Hidas
Date/Time: 10/6/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: You are invited to hear Dr. Dean Hidas speak today in Olin 101 at 2 p.m. He will
be discussing "Particle Accelerators, Discovery, & the God Particle." "Modern particle
accelerators have allowed us to peer into atomic and subatomic structure as well as
biological and chemical processes at unprecedented levels. I will discuss the rich
landscape of the fundamental particles, the strong/electroweak forces and the search for




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/6/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00,





Date/Time: 10/6/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: The Chinese Program and Asian Program would like to invite you to attend the
Mid-Autumn Festival. The Mid-Autumn Festival, or Moon Festival, is the second most
important traditional holiday in China. It is also broadly celebrated in East Asia, Southeast
important traditional holiday in China. It is also broadly celebrated in East Asia, Southeast
Asia, and their overseas communities. This festival commemorates the autumn harvest
while enjoying a full moon with family and friends. It is similar to Thanksgiving in U.S
and is celebrated on the 15th day of August in the lunar calendar. This year it took place
on Wednesday, Oct. 4. Our celebration event will take place Friday, Oct. 6 (the Roman
version)from 5 - 7 p.m. at the Pavilion. Please join us for Chinese food, moon cake, fruits,
games, and crafting activities. This event is open to the public. 





No. 5 Wofford vs. No. 22 Western Carolina
Date/Time: 10/7/2017 1:30:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Saturday is GAME DAY at Gibbs Stadium! No. 5 Wofford (4-0) hosts No. 22
Western Carolina (4-1) with first place in the Southern Conference on the line! Admission




Welcome to the Biology Major
Date/Time: 10/8/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Glendale Environmental Studies Center
Cost: Free
Details: A social event for sophomores and juniors who have or intend to declare a major
in Biology. Meet your Biology faculty, their families and some of their pets! Greet your
fellow Biology majors as well. Snack on fresh fruit and cupcakes while sipping lemonade




Domestic Violence Awareness and Prevention
Date/Time: 10/9/2017 6:30:00 PM
Location: Meador's Multicultural House 
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Association of Multicultural Students on Monday, Oct. 9, as we host
Safe Homes' College Outreach Advocate, Jamie Hughes. Mr. Hughes will give a talk on
Domestic Violence and what we can do to stop it. AMS will provide free Chipotle and
several door prizes! We hope to see you there! 
Contact: Resharia Keller 
Contact: Resharia Keller 
Email: kellerri@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-941-0998
Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: In the second event of our fall series, we'll be hearing from Perry Henson on
"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities." All






EDENS Financial Management Program Analyst Resume Drop
Details: EDENS Real Estate Investment Firm focuses on the acquisition, development,
redevelopment, management and disposition of retail centers. CORRECTION to their on
campus visit:: EDENS will be conducting phone interviews with candidates. If you are
interested in applying and would like to submit your resume for consideration, please
email it to John Coleman colemanjn@wofford.edu in The Space by Oct. 7. More






Details: Get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! We will be taking photos 10/11,
10/12, 10/16, and 10/17 during lunch and dinner hours in Burwell & MSBVC. Note * if




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM ATHLETICS: Terrier Ball tickets available to faculty and staff at reduced price
Date: October 6, 2017 at 9:48 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Faculty and Staff:
 
Be a part of Wofford’s largest fundraiser! Join us for the 2017 Terrier Ball Auction and
Gala at 7 p.m. Friday, Oct. 20, at the Spartanburg Marriott. Tickets are available to
Wofford faculty and staff at a reduced price of $50 per ticket (limit of 2 tickets). With this
year’s entertainment provided by popular band Party on the Moon, you do not want to
miss a minute of the action. To purchase tickets, contact the Athletics Department at 597-





Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: MESSAGE FROM PROVOST: Wofford receives $500,000 grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Date: October 6, 2017 at 4:33 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Dear Members of the Wofford College Community:
Wofford College is pleased to announce that it has received a grant from The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation. The $500,000 grant will, over the next three years, facilitate and
support continued work with which the faculty and staff have been engaged since 2015:
reviewing and revitalizing Wofford’s General Education curriculum. Generous support
from Mellon will allow Wofford’s faculty to pilot the new concepts they have been
developing, then assess their efficacy as part of the ongoing process of reviewing general
education.
The Wofford community knows that meeting the needs of tomorrow’s students involves
careful deliberation and planning. This past May, after many months of inclusive
dialogue, meaningful examination of options, and deliberative care, the Wofford College
faculty approved resolutions that authorize further exploration and experimentation with
the General Education curriculum. Support from the Mellon Foundation will be crucial to
helping Wofford achieve its ambitious curricular goals by removing barriers – both
conceptual and financial – to experimentation and growth. Mellon support will allow the
college to pilot and test some of the concepts approved by the faculty in May 2017 while
continuing to discuss, assess, refine and ultimately approve those deemed effective.
Specifically, The Mellon Foundation has agreed to support Wofford’s work on general
education through a three-year, $500,000 grant that will assist the college in the following
ways:
1.      Providing funding for faculty to design and pilot new courses (or enhance existing
ones); experiment with creative pedagogies; and collaborate in new ways
2.      Providing faculty the opportunity to dedicate time, especially during the summer
months, to creative curricular development in general education, including
inclusive pedagogies
3.      Allowing Wofford to create new faculty leadership roles in general education, and
empower faculty to take them on
4.      Facilitating faculty and staff’s reimagining of Wofford’s approach to pre-major
advising and advisor training, with the knowledge that we have the resources to
pilot and implement ideas for revised processes
5.      Enhancing Wofford’s ability to support faculty who are interested in professional
development in teaching and scholarship
6.      Enhancing Wofford’s ability to disseminate our work within the broader academic
community
The generous support of the Mellon Foundation comes at an opportune time. Wofford
The generous support of the Mellon Foundation comes at an opportune time. Wofford
College finds itself in the midst of some historic changes. A top-100 liberal arts college,
Wofford has a bold new Strategic Vision (wofford.edu/strategicvision) for the college’s
future; energetic new senior academic leadership; steady enrollment; a strong endowment,
with a promising campaign in its early stages; and a highly engaged faculty and staff that
has eagerly co-authored that ambitious vision for the college’s future.
This grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation will facilitate Wofford College’s
continued exploration and implementation of a revitalized general education model by
funding occasions and means to unravel knotted issues in creative and collaborative ways;
by facilitating a context that supports more experimentation and calculated risk-taking;
and the unfettered time for faculty to draft and implement thoughtful solutions.
Wofford College is indeed honored to receive this wonderful support in recognition of the
strong and inclusive work completed to date on Wofford’s general education curriculum,








Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, October 9, 2017
Date: October 9, 2017 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
PAWS for a Cause Meeting
Domestic Violence Awareness and Prevention
Upcoming Events
Documentary Screening of Afia Attack and Q & A Session with Ujuaku Akukwe-
Nwakalor
Study Abroad Orientation: Visas & Forms
Lunch & Learn w/ Jim Merklinger
MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Mindfulness Study Break in Milliken
UKirk
Student Debate
BMW Internship Information Session
Humans of Wofford Series featuring Eduardo Castillo '19
Blessing of the Animals
HISPANICA: Origins and Dreams of an Immigrant Culture
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Western Carolina's American Chemical Society's October Meeting
Announcements
Health and Safety Inspections
Bonner Community Fund
Yearbook Portraits




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/9/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




PAWS for a Cause Meeting
Date/Time: 10/9/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Pit in Milliken
Cost: Free
Details: PAWS for a Cause will be having a meeting today at 6 p.m., in the Pit of
Milliken. We will be discussing events for the semester and our upcoming Homecoming




Domestic Violence Awareness and Prevention 
Date/Time: 10/9/2017 6:30:00 PM
Location: Meador's Multicultural House 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Association of Multicultural Students for a talk on Domestic
Violence Awareness and Prevention! In honor of Domestic Violence Awareness Month,
AMS will host Safe Homes' Jamie Hughes for a talk on the dangers of domestic violence
and what we can do to help! AMS will provide Chipotle! Dinner will begin at 6:10 p.m.,






Documentary Screening of Afia Attack and Q & A Session with Ujuaku Akukwe-
Nwakalor
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford College Association of Multicultural Students presents a FREE
documentary screening of Afia Attack: The Untold Story of Women in the Nigeria-Biafra
War. The screening will be followed by a Q & A session with producer Ujuaku Akukwe-
Nwakalor. Akukwe-Nwakalor is a media entrepreneur, filmmaker, media consultant and
CEO of Frances-Ashley Media Productions. Doors open at 10:45 a.m. Trailer:





Study Abroad Orientation: Visas & Forms
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Spring 2018
regarding visas and forms preparations. Students will have general introduction in Olin
101 and then break out into smaller meetings with program representatives. All students




Lunch & Learn w/ Jim Merklinger
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for lunch and our speaker Jim Merklinger. James Merklinger is the Vice
President and Chief Legal Officer for the Association of Corporate Counsel, the world's
largest legal association dedicated to serving the interests of in-house counsel. He has
recently taken on the responsibility of developing an international credentialing program




MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: In celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, come see Latinx students from
Modern Languages talk about their experiences volunteering, serving, and working to
positively impact communities in the Upstate and beyond. This month features Ashlee
Gomez, Fredy Madrid, and Aleah Qureshi.
Contact: Dr. Amanda Matousek
Email: matousekal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Mindfulness Study Break in Milliken
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: 
Details: Take a study break on Tuesday afternoons and clear your mind with some
mindfulness activities. Stay for a few minutes or a whole hour! We will have a variety of
mindfulness activities. Stay for a few minutes or a whole hour! We will have a variety of
options available, including stress balls, mandala coloring, glitter jars, aromatherapy, and





Date/Time: 10/10/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Pres
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us in the UKirk room for pizza, trivia, and a look into Ruth Chapter 2.




Date/Time: 10/10/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: MAIN 007
Cost: Free
Details: The Debate Team will be hosting a student debate this TUESDAY, Oct. 10, at 6
p.m. in MAIN 007. The debate will give everyone an opportunity to learn & practice




BMW Internship Information Session
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in working at BMW? This information session is for you. Come to
The Space Tuesday at 6 p.m., and learn what internship opportunities exist at the BMW
plant in Greer and how to apply. All majors welcome and Finance, Computer Science





Humans of Wofford Series featuring Eduardo Castillo '19
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 6:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Come and listen to the fascinating story of a fellow Terrier! The Association of
Multicultural Students have brought Mr. Eduardo Castillo '19 to discuss his story of the





Blessing of the Animals
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Galleria Patio
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Annual Blessing of the Animals is this Wednesday, Oct. 11 at 12:30
p.m. Please plan to join us as Chaplain Robinson will bless all the animals by name that
you have submitted by pictures. Don't miss a chance to pet real live dogs! Sweet treats




HISPANICA: Origins and Dreams of an Immigrant Culture
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: The Spanish Writers Cultural Club will share poetry and other forms of creative
writing on being an immigrant with dreams in the American South. All are welcome! 
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4402
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in front of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host a community celebration for the opening of the
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts on Tuesday, Oct. 17. The celebration
begins with a brief program at 11 a.m., followed immediately by a campus-wide luncheon
on the lawn. Student tour guides will be available to lead people through the building




Western Carolina's American Chemical Society's October Meeting
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: $5.00 for students, $16.00 for adults
Details: The Wofford chapter of the ACS will host The Western Carolina's American
Chemical Society's October meeting. The guest speaker will be Dr. Amanda Wolfe from
the University of North Carolina, Asheville. She will speak on New Drugs to Treat Bad
Bugs. Dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. If you are only interested in the talk, arrive at 7:30
p.m. There is no charge to just attend the talk. If you plan to eat dinner, please rsvp to
wcacs2017@gmail.com by Oct. 11.
wcacs2017@gmail.com by Oct. 11.





Health and Safety Inspections 
Details: Members of the Residence Life staff will be conducting full health and safety
inspections in each residence hall room and every apartment the week of Oct. 9-13. Please
contact your Resident Assistant or your Resident Director for additional information,
including inspection times, for your specific residence hall. If you wish to be present for





Details: Please consider applying to the Bonner Community Fund! The Bonner
Community Fund is money allocated to students and members of the Wofford and
Spartanburg communities for service projects on campus and in the surrounding
community. Community funds can support new projects or be used to expand existing
ones. Learn more at: https://www.wofford.edu/bonnerScholars/communityFund/. The
deadline for fall semester applications is Monday, Oct. 16. 




Details: Get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! We will be taking photos 10/11,
10/12, 10/16, and 10/17 during lunch and dinner hours in Burwell & Phase V. NOTE ** if




Seven New On-Campus Interims Added
Details: What do graphic novels, Aikido, wrasslin', entrepreneurs, theme parks, fire, and
the finer things all have in common? Maybe many things (?), but for the purposes of this
announcement what they share is that they're the themes of the newest additions to the
listing of on-campus interims. You can check them out, along with the other January
courses, at the following link (they're #s 352-358):
http://webs.wofford.edu/webdocs/courseSchedule201801.pdf 
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS COMMITTEE: Emergency notifications and warnings
Date: October 9, 2017 at 4:33 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Campus Community
From:   Wofford Emergency Preparedness Committee
Re:       Emergency notifications and warnings
 
With the dangerous weather the region experienced yesterday and last night, we
thought it would be good to remind the campus community about our emergency
notifications and warnings, and what you should do in such emergencies.
 
Yesterday afternoon’s tornado warning warranted an alert through Wofford’s Rave
Mobile Safety emergency alert system to campus, sending text and email alerts to
registered users at around 5 p.m. An extension of the tornado warning by the National
Weather Service necessitated a second alert. Then, an “all clear” message was sent
when the warning expired, at about 6:15 p.m.
 
Wofford College takes the safety and wellbeing of our students, faculty, staff and
visitors very seriously. We will send emergency alerts in situations in which the National
Weather Service has issued a tornado warning for our area.
 
A tornado warning is issued to warn the public that severe thunderstorms with
tornadoes are imminent or occurring. It can be issued after a tornado, a funnel cloud or
rotation in the clouds has been spotted by the public, storm chasers, emergency
management personnel or law enforcement. Sirens, such as the one located on
Wofford’s campus and those located nearby operated by Spartanburg County
Emergency Management, may sound; note that sirens are not intended to be heard
indoors. The issuance of a tornado warning indicates that you should take immediate
safety precautions. A tornado warning is a higher level of alert than a tornado watch.
 
We take this opportunity to remind students, faculty and staff to update their Rave
accounts if needed to include their cell phone numbers and second cell phone number
and additional email addresses as allowed by the system. We remind all staff who have
a Wofford-issued cell phone that they are required to register their numbers in their
Rave accounts. All members of the campus community automatically are registered in
Rave with their Wofford email addresses, and first-year students’ cell phone numbers
on record also are included. (If you need help with updating your account or logging in,
please contact Laura Corbin at laura.corbin@wofford.edu or at ext. 4180.)
 
We also remind you to familiarize yourselves with tornado warning procedures to help
ensure your safety (http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/tornadoWarning/):
 
If you are on Wofford's campus, and can safely do so, proceed to the
designated emergency location in the building you're in or the closets building, if
you are outside.
Take shelter inside a building, away from windows and doors. Make sure there
are as many walls and floors between you and the outside as possible. Note
that vehicles and mobile homes should be abandoned for sturdier shelter.
See the attached for the up-to-date list of designated shelter-in-place locations.
See the attached for the up-to-date list of designated shelter-in-place locations.
 
We urge you to take tornado and other severe weather warnings seriously; even if
Wofford has not yet issued an emergency alert, if you become aware of such warnings
through social media, television, radio or other means, take precautions. Please review
this information found at www.wofford.edu/campussafety/tornadowarning/ and
familiarize yourself with the procedures and designated shelter-in-place locations.
Remember that you may not be in your residence hall or office when these
emergencies occur, so familiarize yourself with appropriate sheltering locations in
buildings on campus you frequent, such as academic buildings, the library or dining
facilities. If a building captain or floor warden is present, follow their instructions on
locating appropriate shelter.
 
If you have questions or concerns, please contact Randy Hall, director of Campus
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Study Abroad Orientation: Visas & Forms
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Spring 2018
regarding visas and forms preparations. Students will have general introduction in Olin
101 and then break out into smaller meetings with program representatives. All students




Lunch & Learn w/ Jim Merklinger - TODAY @ The Space
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today for lunch and our speaker Jim Merklinger. James Merklinger is the
Vice President and Chief Legal Officer for the Association of Corporate Counsel, the
world's largest legal association dedicated to serving the interests of in-house counsel. He
has recently taken on the responsibility of developing an international credentialing





MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 114
Cost: Free
Details: In celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, come see Latinx students from
Modern Languages talk about their experiences volunteering, serving, and working to
positively impact communities in the Upstate and beyond. This month features Ashlee
Gomez, Fredy Madrid, and Aleah Qureshi.
Contact: Dr. Amanda Matousek
Email: matousekal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Mindfulness Study Break in Milliken
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: 
Details: Join us on Tuesday afternoons for a study break in Milliken. There will be
mindfulness opportunities to help clear your mind and be present in the moment. Come
for a few minutes or the whole hour. We will have mandala coloring, stress balls, glitter




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga





Date/Time: 10/10/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Pres
Cost: 
Details: Come join us in the UKirk room for pizza, trivia, and a look into Ruth Chapter 2.




Date/Time: 10/10/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 007
Cost: Free
Details: The Debate Team will be hosting a student debate this Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 6 p.m.
in Main 007. The debate will give everyone an opportunity to use & practice the British
Parliamentary Style with other students. ALL ARE WELCOME!
Contact: Kalvin Guyer 
Email: guyerkl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 917-584-9033
BMW Internship Information Session
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in working at BMW? This information session is for you. Come to
The Space Tuesday at 6 p.m. and learn what internship opportunities exist at the BMW
plant in Greer and how to apply. All majors welcome and Finance, Computer Science





Humans of Wofford Series featuring Eduardo Castillo '19
Date/Time: 10/10/2017 6:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Come and listen to the fascinating story of a fellow Terrier! The Association of
Multicultural Students have brought Mr. Eduardo Castillo '19 to discuss his story of the







Blessing of the Animals
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Galleria Patio
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Annual Blessing of the Animals is this Wednesday, Oct. 11, at 12:30
p.m. Please plan to join us as Chaplain Robinson will bless all the animals by name that
you have submitted by pictures. Don't miss a chance to pet real live dogs! Sweet treats





Date/Time: 10/11/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts, Room 128
Cost: $0
Details: Please join us on Wednesday as we use art and creative projects to decrease





Date/Time: 10/11/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: The Johnson Family of Companies in Spartanburg is offering over 10 PAID
summer internships for summer 2018. Attend an information session in The Space on
Wednesday Oct. 11, at 5:30 p.m., to hear more about these great opportunities. Email




Western Carolinas American Chemical Society's October Meeting
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: $5.00 for students, $16.00 for adults
Details: The Western Carolina's American Chemical Society will host the October
meeting. The guest speaker will be Dr. Amanda Wolfe from the University of North
meeting. The guest speaker will be Dr. Amanda Wolfe from the University of North
Carolina, Asheville. She will speak on New Drugs to Treat Bad Bugs. Dinner will begin
at 6:30 p.m. If you are only interested in the talk, arrive at 7:30 p.m. There is no charge to
just attend the talk. If you plan to eat dinner, please rsvp to wcacs2017@gmail.com by
Oct. 11.





Seven New On-Campus Interims Added
Details: What do graphic novels, Aikido, wrasslin', entrepreneurs, theme parks, fire, and
the finer things all have in common? Maybe many things (?), but for the purposes of this
announcement what they share is that they're the themes of the newest additions to the
listing of on-campus interims. You can check them out, along with the other January
courses, at the following link (they're #s 352-358):
http://webs.wofford.edu/webdocs/courseSchedule201801.pdf 
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
Wofford Theatre Box Office Volunteers
Details: Need Volunteer Hours? Enjoy Theatre? Want to add to your resume? The
Wofford Theatre is calling all theatre enthusiasts to volunteer as box office workers and
ushers for the upcoming show, Antigone. As a box office worker, you will be selling
tickets at the door, managing sales, and attending to patron needs. As an usher, you will
be the welcoming face taking people's tickets and escorting people to their seats. These
volunteer positions make great additions to your resume, and as an added bonus, you also
get to see the show for free! The show runs the first two weekends of November (Nov 2-4
and Nov 8-11), but you do not have to work all the shows. Just email me at
lindseyej@email.wofford.edu by this Friday (Oct. 13) , and let me know your availability
and how many shows you can work! All shows start at 8 p.m. Box office volunteers will












For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Blessing of the Animals 
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Galleria Patio
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Annual Blessing of the Animals is TODAY at 12:30 p.m. Please join
us as Chaplain Robinson will bless all the animals by name that you have submitted by
pictures. Don't miss a chance to pet real live dogs! Sweet treats will also be provided.





Date/Time: 10/11/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallinger Richardson Center for the Arts, Room 128
Cost: Free
Details: Let your creativity have a space to play. Participate in the art project of the week
or a project of your choosing (coloring, drawing, puzzles, etc.). Each meeting will begin




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,





Date/Time: 10/11/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: 
Details: Get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! We will be in Michael S. Brown
Village Center today from 5 - 7 p.m., Thursday, Monday & Tuesday. Note ** if you do




Paid summer internships? recruiting on campus TODAY
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: The Johnson Family of Companies in Spartanburg is offering over 10 PAID
summer internships for summer 2018. Attend an information session in The Space today





Spectrum Come Out Day Party
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Game Room
Cost: Free





HISPANICA: Origins and Dreams of an Immigrant Culture
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: The Spanish Writers Cultural Club will share original poetry and other forms of
creative writing on being an immigrant with dreams in the American South. The mission
of Spanish Writers is to promote intercultural innovation through creative writing and
community collaborations. All are welcome to attend! 
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4402
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 10/11/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: N/A
Details: Join us as we continue our series of the Beatitudes. What did Jesus say is the
character of a Christian? What are the rewards? Snacks and hangout time always






Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in front of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host a community celebration for the opening of the
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts on Tuesday, Oct. 17. The celebration
begins with a brief program at 11 a.m., followed immediately by a campus-wide luncheon
on the lawn. Student tour guides will be available to lead people through the building
from 11:15 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. Please join us!




Western Carolinas American Chemical Society's October Meeting
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: $5.00 for students, $16.00 for adults
Details: The Western Carolina's American Chemical Society will host the October
meeting. The guest speaker will be Dr. Amanda Wolfe from the University of North
Carolina, Asheville. She will speak on New Drugs to Treat Bad Bugs. Dinner will begin
at 6:30 p.m.. If you are only interested in the talk, arrive at 7:30 p.m. There is no charge to
just attend the talk. If you plan to eat dinner, please rsvp to wcacs2017@gmail.com. The
deadline for dinner reservations is today.
Contact: Dr. Zachary Davis
Email: daviszs@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4669
Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: In the second event of our fall series, we'll be hearing from Perry Henson on
"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities." All







Details: Therapy Dogs will be on campus at the Pavilion near Wightman/Lesene on
Wednesday, Oct. 18 from 6 till 7:30 p.m. Come and relax for a few minutes with these
sweet canine friends. 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre 
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4367
Interim registration is next week
Details: Don't forget that registration for the January 2018 term is from Tuesday, Oct. 17
through Friday, Oct. 20. The entire slate of interim classes is found here (on-campus
courses are listed first and range from JAN 301-JAN 358):
http://webs.wofford.edu/webdocs/courseSchedule201801.pdf 
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
No Holy Communion Today




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FW: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, October 12, 2017
Date: October 12, 2017 at 8:52 AM
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UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Zach's
Cost: 
Details: Come grab some food from Zach's and join us at the table for fun and fellowship.




Date/Time: 10/12/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF as we eat lunch together and fellowship. There's no agenda just




New Faculty Orientation Lunch
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room in Burwell Building
Cost: 
Details: Our second New Faculty Orientation Lunch of the fall semester is Thursday, Oct.
12 from 11 a.m. until 12:40 p.m. in the Gray-Jones Room of Burwell. Our conversation
will focus on debriefing CATS (classroom assessment techniques) and collecting mid-





Date/Time: 10/12/2017 12:40:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Please join us today and every Thursday at 12:40 p.m. for a time of brief guided
meditation. Meditations are focused on breathing and clearing the mind in order to





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: There will be no Fitness Classes tonight, Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. Classes




Ab lab is still on
Date/Time: 10/12/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson dance studio
Cost: Free







The Business of Beer
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Beer? Come here our alumni panelists John Bauknight '89 from RJ
Rockers, Pearce Fleming '96 from Commonhouse Aleworks and Matt Masten '96 from
Foothills Brewer discuss the Business of Beer. There will be a tasting for those 21 and






Interim Registration is next Week!
Details: Don't forget that registration for the January 2018 term is from Tuesday, Oct. 17,
through Friday, Oct. 20. The entire slate of interim classes is found here (on-campus
courses are listed first and range from JAN 301-JAN 358):
http://webs.wofford.edu/webdocs/courseSchedule201801.pdf 
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
SENIORS: Get Your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites seniors to leave your mark on Wofford by
publishing a favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture
and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We
have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a








Details: Thursday, Oct. 12: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. / Friday, Oct. 13: 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. / Saturday,




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
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Volleyball - Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Date/Time: 10/13/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Volleyball returns to the brand new Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium this
weekend for two major SoCon matchups. The Terriers host ETSU tonight at 6 PM, and




Women's Soccer vs. ETSU
Date/Time: 10/13/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: Women's Soccer plays its final two home matches of the season, tonight and
Sunday! The Terriers host ETSU tonight at 7 p.m., and will celebrate Senior Day this






Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in front of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host a community celebration for the opening of the
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts on Tuesday, Oct. 17. The celebration
begins with a brief program at 11 a.m., followed immediately by a campus-wide luncheon
on the lawn. Student tour guides will be available to lead people through the building




Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: In the second event of our fall series, we'll be hearing from Perry Henson
on?"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities."







Details: Please consider applying to the Bonner Community Fund! The Bonner
Community Fund is money allocated to students and members of the Wofford and
Spartanburg communities for service projects on campus and in the surrounding
community. Community funds can support new projects or be used to expand existing
ones. Learn more at: https://www.wofford.edu/bonnerScholars/communityFund/. The
deadline for fall semester applications is Monday, Oct. 16. 
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4402
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, October 16, 2017
Date: October 16, 2017 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
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Curator's Gallery Talk: In the Service of Teaching and Learning
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Psychology Fall Colloquium - Dr. Edward Craighead, ABPP
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Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/16/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 10/16/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: 
Details: Get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! We will be in Michael S. Brown
Village Center today from 5 - 7 p.m and Tuesday during lunch. *Note if you do not get




Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 10/16/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we continue our Movie Clip Bible Study! We'll watch a movie clip,
read some verses from the Bible, and compare/contrast the two. Snacks and hangout time






Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in front of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host a community celebration for the opening of the
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts on Tuesday, Oct. 17. The celebration
begins with a brief program at 11 a.m., followed immediately by a campus-wide luncheon
on the lawn. Student tour guides will be available to lead people through the building




Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: In the second event of our fall series, we'll be hearing from Perry Henson on
"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities." All
"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities." All




Troubadour Series: Duo Sequenz, flute and guitar
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to public
Details: The Troubadour Series, in its seventeenth year at Wofford, is glad to host Duo
Sequenza, flute and classical guitar, a concert artist chamber ensemble committed to





Diaspora Dialogue: Division in the Diaspora 
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: AMS/NPHC House
Cost: Free
Details: Greetings Wofford Diaspora! We hope you all are intending to have a great week.
Just a reminder that Black Student Union is having its first event of the year, our Diaspora
Dialogue, where we will dissect problems that plague the African Diaspora. It will take
place this Thursday at 6 p.m., in the AMS/ NPHC house. This event is closed to club





Curator's Gallery Talk: In the Service of Teaching and Learning
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Museum
Cost: Free
Details: As part of Spartanburg's October ArtWalk, Dr. Youmi Efurd will deliver a gallery
talk on the exhibit "In the Service of Teaching and Learning: An Inaugural Exhibition of
the Wofford Fine Arts Collection." This collection will be on display in the Richardson
Family Art Museum in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts from Oct. 3
to Dec. 18. Selected works from the collection span the Bronze Age in the ancient Near
East to late twentieth century America. The exhibit comprises a vital educational resource
that strengthens, supports, and contributes to academic research on campus. By
showcasing various cultural and historical objects, this exhibition presents a unique
opportunity for cross-disciplinary teaching and learning that contributes to the superior
liberal arts education at Wofford College. Please join us in the Richardson Family Art






People Behind the Politics: Immigration and DACA
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a panel discussion about U.S. immigration policies, DACA's
cancellation and its impact on millions of people in the U.S. Dr. Begona Caballero,
Wofford College (moderator) Panelists: DACA-recipient students Dr. Araceli Hernandez-
Laroche, professor, University of South Carolina Upstate Andrea Liberatore '16, paralegal
in immigration law Mireille Tanner, lead pastor, Centro Familiar Cristano Doug Thie '09,
immigration attorney, Clawson and Staubes LLC
Contact: Bego?a Caballero and Demario Watts
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Psychology Fall Colloquium - Dr. Edward Craighead, ABPP
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for the Psychology Kingdom Fall Colloquium. Dr. Edward
Craighead, ABPP, from the Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences and the
Department of Psychology Emory University, will be speaking on "Prevention and
Prediction of Treatment of Major Depressive Disorder". Lunch will be provided.





Last Call for Fall Textbooks
Details: Students: if you still need to buy or rent a book for a Fall semester class, please
make immediate arrangements to do so! The Bookstore will be clearing its shelves to
prepare for Interim and Spring, so this is "last call" for Fall books. Need a book that is out
of stock? We can order it for you! Just stop by the store about one week in advance of
when you need the book (so we have enough time to get it here for you). Faculty: if you
will not be using a book until later in the semester, please contact us to let us know that






Details: Bonner Community Fund Details: Please consider applying to the Bonner
Community Fund! The Bonner Community Fund is money allocated to students and
members of the Wofford and Spartanburg communities for service projects on campus
and in the surrounding community. Community funds can support new projects or be used
to expand existing ones. Learn more at:
https://www.wofford.edu/bonnerScholars/communityFund/. The deadline for fall semester
applications is today Monday, Oct. 16. 




Details: Wofford is offering free flu vaccines for this upcoming flu season. This year's
"quadrivalent" vaccine offers more protection with an additional strain than previous
years' vaccine. Get yours while supplies last! Friday 10/20 9:30 - 11:30, Milliken 104
Monday 10/23 9:30 - 11:30, Olin 207 A Tuesday 10/24 10:30 - 1:30, Milliken 104




Seven new interim courses recently added
Details: What do entrepreneurs, pro wrestlers, graphic novels, the finer things, fire, theme
parks, and Aikido have in common? They're the subjects for new interim classes that have
been added to the January schedule in the past couple of weeks. You can see these new
courses, along with all the others, at the following link:
http://webs.wofford.edu/webdocs/courseSchedule201801.pdf Interim registration will run
from tomorrow (the 17th) through the end of the week.
Contact: A. K. Anderson
Email: andersonak@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4561
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, October 17, 2017
Date: October 17, 2017 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Zeta Tau Alpha's Think Pink Week
Yearbook Portraits
Mindfulness Study Break in Milliken
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Western Carolinas American Chemical Society's October Meeting
UKirk Dessert Night
Men's Soccer vs. UNCG - 7 PM
Mr. Wofford Homecoming Competion 2017
RUF Large Group
Upcoming Events
Troubadour Series: Duo Sequenz, flute and guitar
How to Write an Effective Law School Personal Statement
Lunch and Learn w/ Leadership Expert Dr. Tim Parker
Diaspora Dialogue: Division in the Diaspora
James Fund Meeting
The Business of Beer
College Access Mentor informational session
19th Annual Dental Day at MUSC
Announcements
Last Call for Fall Textbooks




Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Community Celebration
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Lawn in front of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College will host a community celebration for the opening of the
Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts TODAY. The celebration begins with a
brief program at 11 a.m., followed immediately by a campus-wide luncheon on the lawn.
(Burwell will be closed.) Student tour guides will be available to lead people through the




Zeta Tau Alpha's Think Pink Week
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Greek Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha as we celebrate Breast Cancer






Date/Time: 10/17/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: 
Details: Today is the last day to get your picture taken for the yearbook! We will be in the
bottom of Burwell from 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Note * if you do not have your photo taken




Mindfulness Study Break in Milliken
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: 
Details: Mindfulness can help you clear your mind and focus on the present moment.
Every Tuesday afternoon, you can practice some mindfulness activities while taking a
constructive study break. Join us for mandala coloring, stress balls, glitter jars, and




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




Western Carolinas American Chemical Society's October Meeting
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free to attend the Guest Speaker
Details: The Western Carolina's American Chemical Society will host the October
meeting. The guest speaker will be Dr. Amanda Wolfe from the University of North
Carolina, Asheville. She will speak on New Drugs to Treat Bad Bugs. Dinner will begin
at 6:30 p.m. (prior reservations required). If you are only interested in the talk, arrive at
7:30 p.m. There is no charge to attend the talk. 




Date/Time: 10/17/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: 
Details: We are meeting at the Pavilion at 6 p.m., tonight for fellowship and desserts so
come hang out for however long you want!
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
Men's Soccer vs. UNCG - 7 PM
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Men's Soccer hosts UNCG tonight at 7 p.m.! The Terriers have won




Mr. Wofford Homecoming Competion 2017
Date/Time: 10/17/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC as they host the 2017 Mr. Wofford competion in Leonard
Auditorim TONIGHT!! The event will start at 7:30 p.m., and there will be 12 lovely
contestants to cheer on! You won't want to miss this yearly tradition. See you there! 





Date/Time: 10/17/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: free
Details: Join RUF tonight for Large Group! This semester, we will be covering the "I am"
statements in John. Come for the message, stay for the free dessert at the end. We'd love






Troubadour Series: Duo Sequenz, flute and guitar
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to public
Details: The Troubadour Series, in its seventeenth year at Wofford, is glad to host Duo
Sequenza, flute and classical guitar, a concert artist chamber ensemble committed to





How to Write an Effective Law School Personal Statement
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a presentation and Q&A on recent developments at the Charleston
School of Law and how to write an effective personal statement. 11 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. in




Lunch and Learn w/ Leadership Expert Dr. Tim Parker




Details: Some years ago, management guru Peter Drucker wrote an intriguing little book
titled The Five Most Important Questions You Will Ever Ask About Your Organization. It
turns out that these are the same essential questions for anyone seeking to bring an idea to
life. Join us for this Lunch and Learn as Dr. Tim Parker walks us through these questions




Diaspora Dialogue: Division in the Diaspora
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Greetings Wofford Diaspora! We hope you all are intending to have a great week.
Just a reminder that Black Student Union is having its first event of the year, our Diaspora
Dialogue, where we will dissect problems that plague the African Diaspora. It will take
place this Thursday at 6 p.m., in the Meadors Multicultural House. This event is closed to






Date/Time: 10/19/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: MSBVC 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Fund will meet this upcoming Thursday, Oct. 19, at 7 p.m., in the
Michael S. Brown Village Center Room 104 for our second meeting of the year. Please
join us as groups will present on current holdings, prospective companies to invest in, and





The Business of Beer
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Beer? Come here our alumni panelists John Bauknight '89 from RJ
Rockers, Pearce Fleming '96 from Commonhouse Aleworks and Matt Masten '96 from
Foothills Brewer discuss the Business of Beer. There will be a tasting for those 21 and




College Access Mentor informational session
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: 
Details: The CCBL is thrilled to partner with the Citizen Scholars Institute to introduce a
new near-peer college mentoring program. The goal of the program is for Wofford
students to serve as near-peer mentors for Spartanburg County high school students and
aide in their quest to pursue a college degree. Volunteer mentors of all majors are needed
and encouraged attend this brief meeting. Only current freshman, sophomores, and juniors




19th Annual Dental Day at MUSC
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: MUSC
Cost: Free
Details: On Friday, Oct. 27, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., MUSC will host it's Dental Day. If you
are interested in Dental school this is a great opportunity to learn about the James B.
Edwards College of Dental Medicine and have an opportunity to meet faculty, students,
and dental admissions counselors. Lunch is provided. Please RSVP to Ms. Thomas in






Last Call for Fall Textbooks
Details: Students: if you still need to buy or rent a book for a Fall semester class, please
make immediate arrangements to do so! The Bookstore will be clearing its shelves to
prepare for Interim and Spring, so this is "last call" for Fall books. Need a book that is out
of stock? We can order it for you! Just stop by the store about one week in advance of
when you need the book (so we have enough time to get it here for you). Faculty: if you
will not be using a book until later in the semester, please contact us to let us know that





SENIORS: Get your quotes in the yearbook
SENIORS: Get your quotes in the yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing a favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture
and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We
have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a












For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, October 18, 2017
Date: October 18, 2017 at 9:00 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu






Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Yearbook Portraits
La mesa de espanol
Homecoming Trivia Night
Visit from Wake Forest School of Medicine
Troubadour Series: Duo Sequenz, flute and guitar
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Upcoming Events
Class Ring Sale at Bookstore
How to Write an Effective Law School Personal Statement




The Business of Beer
We're Looking for Students?Interested in Teaching!?- Info Session
Wofford College Dance Marathon Cookout
19th Annual Dental Day at MUSC
Announcements
SENIORS: Get your quotes in the yearbook
Therapy Dogs





Date/Time: 10/18/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in





Date/Time: 10/18/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts Room 128
Cost: Free
Details: Create! Come and express yourself with art. Relax and de-stress in Rm 128 of
the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts. We will meet every Wednesday
from 2-3 p.m. This week 's theme Finger Labyrinths: Learn about labyrinths and then




Teachers Talking Teaching - Perry Henson
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: In the second event of our fall series, we'll be hearing from Perry Henson on
"Accommodating or Alienating? Addressing the Needs of Students with Disabilities." All




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,









Details: Because of the Arts Center event we were unable to take photos at Burwell
yesterday. We will be taking portraits at MSBVC from 5-7 p.m., today and Thursday from




La mesa de espanol
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Galleria in the Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed setting? Stop by The Galleria today
from 5:00 - 5:45 p.m., for the opportunity to chat in Spanish with our international
visiting faculty from Spain and Chile. All levels can participate, and all students, staff,





Date/Time: 10/18/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Galleria @ MSBVC
Cost: Free
Details: Grab a team of three and come out to Trivia Night at the Galleria for WAC's
Homecoming Event TONIGHT! There will be three games with a group winning each
time. We have great prizes that include: $50 Amazon gift cards, $100 worth of restaurant




Visit from Wake Forest School of Medicine
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: 
Details: Dr. David Grier, the Associate Dean for Student Admissions and a Wofford alum,
is giving a presentation on the Wake Forest School of Medicine and the medical school




Troubadour Series: Duo Sequenz, flute and guitar
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to public
Details: The Troubadour Series, in its seventeenth year at Wofford, is glad to host Duo
Details: The Troubadour Series, in its seventeenth year at Wofford, is glad to host Duo
Sequenza, flute and classical guitar, a concert artist chamber ensemble committed to





Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 10/18/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we continue our series on the Beatitudes! What did Jesus say is the
character of a Christian? What are the rewards of being a Christian? Snacks and hangout







Class Ring Sale at Bookstore
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Ring packages start at $309
Details: Jostens representatives will be in the Bookstore this week to take orders for class
rings! Stop by on Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Friday from 1 to 5 p.m., and Saturday




How to Write an Effective Law School Personal Statement
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a presentation and Q&A on recent developments at the Charleston
School of Law and how to write an effective personal statement. 11 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. in




Lunch & Learn w/ Leadership Expert Dr. Tim Parker
Lunch & Learn w/ Leadership Expert Dr. Tim Parker
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Some years ago, management guru Peter Drucker wrote an intriguing book titled
The Five Most Important Questions You Will Ever Ask About Your Organization. It turns
out that these are the same essential questions for anyone seeking to build a business or
social venture. Join us for this Lunch and Learn as Dr. Tim Parker walks us through these
questions and explores the relationship between leadership and the entrepreneurial






Date/Time: 10/19/2017 12:40:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Join us tomorrow and every Thursday for a few moments of guided meditation.
Meditations are designed to clear your mind and relax your body to help increase focus,
productivity, and sleep quality. Meditations last approximately ten minutes. No experience





Date/Time: 10/19/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115A
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is meeting to discuss ways to take action on





Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Math? Do you want to hang out with others interested in Math?
Stop by the Math Department this Friday between 2:30 and 3:30 p.m., to sample cake,




The Business of Beer
The Business of Beer
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Beer? Come here our alumni panelists John Bauknight '89 from RJ
Rockers, Pearce Fleming '96 from Commonhouse Aleworks and Matt Masten '96 from
Foothills Brewer discuss the Business of Beer. There will be a tasting for those 21 and




We're Looking for Students?Interested in Teaching!?- Info Session
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Are you looking for your first teaching job? Considering teaching after
graduation, but not sure where to start?? Are you looking for a way to translate your love
for your field of study into a job??Carney, Sandoe & Associates is an educational
recruitment firm that place passionate students like you in K-12 private, college
preparatory schools across the nation and worldwide. Ranging in size, location, and
mission, the schools we work with give you the opportunity to make a difference as a
teacher, coach, and mentor.? Teaching certification or a degree in education is not
required.? Each year, we have thousands of rewarding and exciting positions available in




Wofford College Dance Marathon Cookout
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Pavillion by Wightman 
Cost: $5 a plate
Details: Come enjoy some good hamburgers (or veggie burgers) for only $5 a plate to
support Wofford College Dance Marathon and raise money for the Greenville Children's
Hospital! Families who have been helped by the hospital will also be there, so come meet
them, understand how they have been helped by dance marathon and welcome them to





19th Annual Dental Day at MUSC
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: MUSC
Cost: Free
Details: On Friday, Oct. 27, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., MUSC will host it's Dental Day. If you
Details: On Friday, Oct. 27, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., MUSC will host it's Dental Day. If you
are interested in Dental school this is a great opportunity to learn about the James B.
Edwards College of Dental Medicine and have an opportunity to meet faculty, students,
and dental admissions counselors. Lunch is provided. Please RSVP to Ms. Thomas in






SENIORS: Get your quotes in the yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing a favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture
and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We
have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a







Details: Therapy dogs will be on campus next Wednesday, Oct. 25, not today. The
previous announcement was incorrect. Please come and join these sweet canine friends




A BAR A Ranch is Hiring / Interviewing - Oct. 31.
Details: We are hiring for all areas of guest services. Full Season applicants must be
available from at least the 4th week of May through the 3rd week of September. Short
season applicants must be available from the 4th week of May through the 3rd week
August. Jobs include children's camp counselors, fly-fishing guides, wranglers, cooks,
food/wine/bar servers, cabin hosts/housekeepers, office assistants, concierge, shooting
instructors, and grounds/maintenance crew. Please visit
http://www.abararanch.com/staff/general-information/ to apply and contact John Coleman





Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, October 19, 2017
Date: October 19, 2017 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Class Ring Sale at Bookstore
RUF Lunch
How to Write an Effective Law School Personal Statement
UKirk at the Table
LIVE - Chornic Illness Group
Meditation Moments
RESULTS Meeting
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Diaspora Dialogue: Division in the Diaspora
Homecoming Carnival





Get Fit with Panhellenic
College Access Mentor informational session
Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus
Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Faculty & Staff
Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Students
Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
19th Annual Dental Day at MUSC
Announcements
Happy Birthday to Ben Wofford- check your CPO in Celebration
CONNECTIONS: Student Civic Engagement Roundtable





Class Ring Sale at Bookstore
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Ring packages start at $309
Details: Jostens representatives will be in the Bookstore this week to take orders for class
rings! Stop by TODAY from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., tomorrow (Friday) from 1 to 5 p.m., or





Date/Time: 10/19/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF as we eat lunch together and fellowship. There's no agenda just




How to Write an Effective Law School Personal Statement
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a presentation and Q&A on recent developments at the Charleston
School of Law and how to write an effective personal statement. 11 a.m.-12:45 p.m. in




UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: 
Details: Come hang out and fellowship with us at 12 in Campus Life. Whether you need
to vent about your crazy week or express excitement about your weekend plans, come eat
lunch with us.




LIVE - Chornic Illness Group
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Holcombe Room, Burwell Bldg.
Cost: Free - bring your lunch
Details: Join us to discuss ways to be proactive, collaborate with new friends, and form






Date/Time: 10/19/2017 12:40:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Join us today and every Thursday for a few moments of guided meditation.
Mickel Chapel is centrally located on the first floor of Main Building. Meditations last
approximately ten minutes and will finish in time to get to a 1:00 class. If you are curious





Date/Time: 10/19/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115A
Cost: 
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS, a non-partisan grassroots advocacy
organization creating the political will to end hunger and poverty, is meeting to discuss
ways to take action on reducing poverty in the U.S. Join us and make your voice heard




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @ 11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




Diaspora Dialogue: Division in the Diaspora
Diaspora Dialogue: Division in the Diaspora
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Greetings Wofford Diaspora! We hope you all are intending to have a great week.
Just a reminder that Black Student Union is having its first event of the year, our Diaspora
Dialogue, where we will dissect problems that plague the African Diaspora. It will take
place today, at 6 p.m., in the Meadors Multicultural House. This event is closed to club






Date/Time: 10/19/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Horseshoe
Cost: Free
Details: Join WAC as we continue to celebrate Homecoming with a Carnival tonight!!
There will be a ferris wheel, an oversized size set, blow up obstacle courses, and more!
We will have carnival food trucks and music galore! You won't want to miss this fun time.




Curator's Gallery Talk: In the Service of Teaching and Learning
Date/Time: 10/19/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Art Museum
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us tonight as Dr. Youmi Efurd delivers a gallery talk on the exhibit
"In the Service of Teaching and Learning: An Inaugural Exhibition of the Wofford Fine
Arts Collection," as part of Spartanburg's October ArtWalk! This collection will be on
display in the Richardson Family Art Museum in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson
Center for the Arts from Oct. 3 to Dec. 18. Selected works from the collection span the
Bronze Age in the ancient Near East to late twentieth century America. The exhibit
comprises a vital educational resource that strengthens, supports, and contributes to
academic research on campus. By showcasing various cultural and historical objects, this
exhibition presents a unique opportunity for cross-disciplinary teaching and learning that
contributes to the superior liberal arts education at Wofford College. All are welcome to









Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Math? Do you want to hang out with others interested in Math?
Stop by the Math Department this Friday between 2:30 and 3:30 p.m., to sample cake,





Date/Time: 10/20/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: RMSC122
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Alumni Gregory Pullen will give a talk on "Comparing the IR Spectra
of the Propyl Radicals using HENDI and p-H2 Matrix Isolation". Gregory is pursuing his
graduate degree at the University of Georgia and is part of a research group working in
the Helium Nanodroplet Spectroscopy Lab . Gregory will also be on hand to talk about





Date/Time: 10/23/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Christine Dinkins (Philosophy) will present, "Socratic Pedagogy as a
Response to the Crisis in Nursing Education." The talk is about how hospitals across the
U.S. are finding that new nurses are easily overwhelmed in the clinical setting. They have
the necessary knowledge but lack the required skills in critical thinking and clinical
judgment. The National League for Nursing issued a call for more interactive pedagogy to
teach students to think like nurses. Socratic pedagogy is ideally suited to answer that call.




Get Fit with Panhellenic 
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion 
Cost: 
Details: Come out and get fit with the Panhellenic Council during our exercise social!
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
to meet sisters in all four sororities on campus. Put on your workout clothes, grab a yoga




College Access Mentor informational session
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: 
Details: The CCBL is thrilled to partner with the Citizen Scholars Institute to introduce a
new near-peer college mentoring program. The goal of the program is for Wofford
students to serve as near-peer mentors for Spartanburg County high school students and
aide in their quest to pursue a college degree. Volunteer mentors of all majors are needed
and encouraged attend this brief meeting. Only current freshman, sophomores, and juniors




Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Our culture, environmental components, and community components will be
presented by various Wofford faculty and staff. Scheduled times and speakers are: 9 a.m. -
Peter Brewitt: Introduction and Sustainability Committee; 9:10 a.m. - Stewart Winslow:
Landscaping; 9:20 a.m. - Rob Richards: Buildings and metering; 9:30 a.m. - Dan Deeter:
Purchasing; 9:40 a.m. - Walter Miller: Food systems/AVI; 9:50 a.m. - Rick Shehan: Waste
Management; 10 a.m. - Jessalyn Story: Community Relations; 10:10 a.m. - Amy
Telligman: Culture of Sustainability Survey; 10:20 a.m. - Kaye Savage: closing remarks.




What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus?
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Jack Byrne, director of Sustainability Integration Office at Middlebury College,
and Wes Dripps, executive director of Shi Center for Sustainability at Furman University,
will speak about the culture of sustainability at small liberal arts colleges. Following this
talk, there will be a luncheon discussion facilitated by Byrne and Dripps. Drop in or out as
your schedule allows for any of the talks (11 a.m.-12 p.m.) or lunch discussion (12-1
p.m.). If you would like to be included for lunch, email Chris Overcarsh,





Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: 
Details: Are you interested in doing summer research in Biology (and related fields)?
Come to an information session presented by members of the Biology Department. We
will give a brief overview of the types of opportunities that are available, as well as how
to go about searching and applying for positions. 
Contact: Dr. Tracie Ivy
Email: ivytm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5020
Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder House Annex (1st floor behind the business office)
Cost: Free
Details: A presentation by students in Dr. Telligman's Environmental Studies 150, a first-
year living-learning community on sustainability. This is part of our Culture of




Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Faculty & Staff
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to drop in as you can (11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.) and share
your ideas about sustainability on Wofford's campus, facilitated by Tim Schmitz. Lunch




Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Students
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students are invited to drop in as you can and share your ideas about
sustainability at Wofford, facilitated by Jessica Scott-Felder and Kim Rostan. Snacks




Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Dr. Juan Declet-Barreto will speak on Environmental and Social Science at the
Policy-Research Interface. Dr. Declet-Barreto is a geographer specializing in vulnerability
and human health outcomes of environmental hazards aggravated by climate change. He
joined the Union of Concerned Scientists in 2016 as a joint Kendall Science Fellow for
the Climate and Energy program and the Center for Science and Democracy. He partners
with environmental justice groups and activists to research the potential effects of carbon





19th Annual Dental Day at MUSC
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: MUSC
Cost: Free
Details: On Friday, Oct. 27, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., MUSC will host it's Dental Day. If you
are interested in Dental school this is a great opportunity to learn about the James B.
Edwards College of Dental Medicine and have an opportunity to meet faculty, students,
and dental admissions counselors. Lunch is provided. Please RSVP to Ms. Thomas in






Happy Birthday to Ben Wofford- check your CPO in Celebration
Details: Happy Wofford Founder's Day and happy birthday to Ben Wofford! All students
should check their CPOs TODAY for a message from The Benefactors, Wofford's Student
Philanthropy Initiative! You have a chance to receive a pair of leather Wofford coasters!
Click here for more info >> www.wofford.edu/thebenefactors/ and follow us on Instagram
@woco_benefactors!
Contact: Alex H. North
Email: northah@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
CONNECTIONS: Student Civic Engagement Roundtable
Details: Where community-engaged students of all stripes come together to deepen their




SENIORS: Get your quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing a favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture
and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We
have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a






For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, October 20, 2017
Date: October 20, 2017 at 8:56 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Class Ring Sale at Bookstore
Business of Beer Panel & Tasting
Math Tea
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Calling All Chemists
Volleyball - Final Home Matches
Spectrum Movie Night
Upcoming Events
No. 5 Wofford vs. No. 14 Samford
Get Fit with Panhellenic
College Access Mentor informational session
Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus?
Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Graduate School Options to Become a Therapist
Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Faculty & Staff
Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Students
Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
We're Looking for Students “Interested in Teaching”- Info Session
Announcements
Free Flu Vaccine
A BAR A Ranch is Hiring / Interviewing - Oct. 31st.
PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive





Class Ring Sale at Bookstore
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 1:00:00 PM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Ring packages start at $309
Details: Jostens representatives will be in the Bookstore this weekend to take orders for
class rings! Stop by TODAY from 1 to 5 p.m., or tomorrow (Saturday) from 10 a.m. to 1




Business of Beer Panel & Tasting
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Beer? Come here our alumni panelists John Bauknight '89 from RJ
Rockers, Pearce Fleming '96 from Commonhouse Aleworks and Matt Masten '96 from
Foothills Brewer discuss the Business of Beer. There will be a tasting for those 21 and





Date/Time: 10/20/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Math? Do you want to hang out with others interested in Math?
Stop by the Math Department today between 2:30 and 3:30 p.m., to sample cake, have




Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00,
Ballet Core @5:30, Zumba @6:00! SATURDAY: Boot Camp @11:00am. SUNDAY:






Date/Time: 10/20/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: RMSC122
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Alumni Gregory Pullen will give a talk on "Comparing the IR Spectra
of the Propyl Radicals using HENDI and p-H2 Matrix Isolation". Gregory is pursuing his
graduate degree at the University of Georgia and is part of a research group working in
the Helium Nanodroplet Spectroscopy Lab. Gregory will also be on hand to talk about the




Volleyball - Final Home Matches
Date/Time: 10/20/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Last chance to catch your 2017 Wofford Volleyball team at the brand new Jerry
Richardson Indoor Stadium! The Terriers host Samford tonight at 5 p.m., and Mercer on





Date/Time: 10/20/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 210
Cost: 
Details: Join Spectrum for a showing of R.Kelly's Trapped in the Closet and discussion of






No. 5 Wofford vs. No. 14 Samford
Date/Time: 10/21/2017 1:30:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: It's Homecoming Saturday at Gibbs Stadium! Your fifth-ranked Terriers (6-0)





Get Fit with Panhellenic 
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion
Cost: 
Details: Come out and get fit with the Panhellenic Council during our exercise social!
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
to meet sisters in all four sororities on campus. Put on your workout clothes, grab a yoga




College Access Mentor informational session
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: 
Details: The CCBL is thrilled to partner with the Citizen Scholars Institute to introduce a
new near-peer college mentoring program. The goal of the program is for Wofford
students to serve as near-peer mentors for Spartanburg County high school students and
aide in their quest to pursue a college degree. Volunteer mentors of all majors are needed
and encouraged attend this brief meeting. Only current freshman, sophomores, and juniors




Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Our culture, environmental components, and community components will be
presented by various Wofford faculty and staff. Scheduled times and speakers are: 9 a.m. -
Peter Brewitt: Introduction and Sustainability Committee; 9:10 a.m. - Stewart Winslow:
Landscaping; 9:20 a.m. = Rob Richards: Buildings and metering; 9:30 a.m. - Dan Deeter:
Purchasing; 9:40 a.m. - Walter Miller: Food systems/AVI; 9:50 a.m. - Rick Shehan: Waste
Management; 10 a.m. - Jessalyn Story: Community Relations; 10:10 a.m. - Amy
Telligman: Culture of Sustainability Survey; 10:20 a.m. - Kaye Savage: closing remarks.




What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus?
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Jack Byrne, director of Sustainability Integration Office at Middlebury College,
and Wes Dripps, executive director of Shi Center for Sustainability at Furman University,
will speak about the culture of sustainability at small liberal arts colleges. Following this
talk, there will be a luncheon discussion facilitated by Byrne and Dripps. Drop in or out as
your schedule allows for any of the talks (11 a.m. - 12 p.m.) or lunch discussion (12 - 1





Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: 
Details: Are you interested in doing summer research in Biology (and related fields)?
Come to an information session presented by members of the Biology Department. We
will give a brief overview of the types of opportunities that are available, as well as how
to go about searching and applying for positions.
Contact: Dr. Tracie Ivy
Email: ivytm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5020
Graduate School Options to Become a Therapist
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Milliken 225
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in a career in clinical or counseling psychology? Dr. Nowatka will
make a presentation for those interested in becoming a therapist. Come and get your
questions answered so you can decide if this is the right career path for you!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder House Annex (1st floor behind the business office)
Cost: Free
Details: A presentation by students in Dr. Telligman's Environmental Studies 150, a first-
year living-learning community on sustainability. This is part of our Culture of




Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Faculty & Staff
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 11:00:00 AM
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to drop in as you can (11 a.m.-12:30p.m.) and share
your ideas about sustainability on Wofford's campus, facilitated by Tim Schmitz. Lunch




Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for Students
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students are invited to drop in as you can and share your ideas about
sustainability at Wofford, facilitated by Jessica Scott-Felder and Kim Rostan. Snacks




Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Dr. Juan Declet-Barreto will speak on Environmental and Social Science at the
Policy-Research Interface. Dr. Declet-Barreto is a geographer specializing in vulnerability
and human health outcomes of environmental hazards aggravated by climate change. He
joined the Union of Concerned Scientists in 2016 as a joint Kendall Science Fellow for
the Climate and Energy program and the Center for Science and Democracy. He partners
with environmental justice groups and activists to research the potential effects of carbon





We're Looking for Students?Interested in Teaching!?- Info Session
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Are you looking for your first teaching job? Considering teaching after
graduation, but not sure where to start?? Are you looking for a way to translate your love
for your field of study into a job??Carney, Sandoe & Associates is an educational
recruitment firm that place passionate students like you in K-12 private, college
preparatory schools across the nation and worldwide. Ranging in size, location, and
mission, the schools we work with give you the opportunity to make a difference as a
teacher, coach, and mentor.? Teaching certification or a degree in education is not
teacher, coach, and mentor.? Teaching certification or a degree in education is not
required.? Each year, we have thousands of rewarding and exciting positions available in







Details: Wofford is offering free flu vaccines for this upcoming flu season. This year's
"quadrivalent" vaccine offers more protection with an additional strain than previous
years' vaccine. Get yours while supplies last! Friday 10/20 9:30 - 11:30, Milliken 104;
Monday 10/23 9:30 - 11:30, Olin 207A;Tuesday 10/24 10:30 - 1:30, Milliken 104;




A BAR A Ranch is Hiring / Interviewing - Oct. 31.
Details: We are hiring for all areas of guest services. Full Season applicants must be
available from at least the 4th week of May through the 3rd week of September. Short
season applicants must be available from the 4th week of May through the 3rd week
August. Jobs include children's camp counselors, fly-fishing guides, wranglers, cooks,
food/wine/bar servers, cabin hosts/housekeepers, office assistants, concierge, shooting
instructors, and grounds/maintenance crew. Please visit
http://www.abararanch.com/staff/general-information/ to apply and contact John Coleman




PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
Details: PAWS for a Cause is conducting their second annual Homecoming food drive to
benefit the Spartanburg Humane Society. We are collecting dry/canned cat and dog food
and treats. Collection boxes are located in Burwell, Milliken, and Campus Life. The event




Campus Safety Crime Prevention Initiative
Details: Campus Safety would like to inform all students, faculty, and staff that we have
started a new crime prevention initiative aimed a deterring Car Breakings. Campus Safety
would like to remind everyone to lock your vehicles at all times and secure any and all
would like to remind everyone to lock your vehicles at all times and secure any and all
belongings. Most thefts are crimes of opportunity. In my experience the vast majority of
thefts from automobiles occur when vehicles are left unsecured. Several times each year
we have groups of criminals that come onto our campus, target the parking lots, and pull
on car door handles. These criminals then steal anything that is not locked up. Campus
Safety always notifies the campus community when these incidents occur and encourage
all people to secure their vehicles. In an effort to encourage the campus community to
secure their vehicles Campus Safety will be conducting vehicle checks in all parking lots
on campus. Officers will patrol parking lots and check to see if vehicles are locked. If
Officers find a vehicle unlocked they will leave a written reminder inside the vehicle. This
written reminder left inside the vehicle will notify the owner that the vehicle was left
unsecured and also remind them to secure their vehicle and belongings. Please contact
Investigator Saar or Chief Hall if you have any questions about this crime prevention
initiative. 
Contact: Investigator Saar / Chief Hall
Email: saartd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-809-7969
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, October 23, 2017
Date: October 23, 2017 at 9:17 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
College Access Mentor informational session
Get Fit with Panhellenic
Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus
Critical Language Scholarship Information Session
Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Graduate School Options to Become a Therapist
Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Chipotle Fundraiser
Groucho's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
MedEx Academy Information Session
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
We're Looking for Students “Interested in Teaching!:- Info Session
CONNECTIONS: Student Civic Engagement Roundtable
Work & Teach Abroad Panel
Announcements
PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
Intramural Soccer Signups
Free Flu Vaccine
2017 International Programs Photo Contest
SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook






Date/Time: 10/23/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell Bldg. 
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Christine Dinkins (Philosophy) will present, "Socratic Pedagogy as a
Response to the Crisis in Nursing Education." The talk is about how hospitals across the
U.S. are finding that new nurses are easily overwhelmed in the clinical setting. They have
the necessary knowledge but lack the required skills in critical thinking and clinical
judgment. The National League for Nursing issued a call for more interactive pedagogy to
teach students to think like nurses. Socratic pedagogy is ideally suited to answer that call.




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




College Access Mentor informational session
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: 
Details: The CCBL is thrilled to partner with the Citizen Scholars Institute to introduce a
new near-peer college mentoring program. The goal of the program is for Wofford
students to serve as near-peer mentors for Spartanburg County high school students and
aide in their quest to pursue a college degree. Volunteer mentors of all majors are needed
and encouraged attend this brief meeting. Only current freshman, sophomores, and juniors




Get Fit with Panhellenic 
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion 
Cost: 
Details: Come out and get fit with the Panhellenic Council during our exercise social!
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
to meet sisters in all four sororities on campus. Put on your workout clothes, grab a yoga




Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 10/23/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we continue through the Movie Clip Bible Study! We'll watch a movie
clip, read some verses from the Bible, and then compare/contrast the two. Snacks and







Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Our culture, environmental components, and community components will be
presented by various Wofford faculty and staff. Scheduled times and speakers are: 9:00 -
Peter Brewitt: Introduction and Sustainability Committee; 9:10 - Stewart Winslow:
Landscaping; 9:20 - Rob Richards: Buildings and metering; 9:30 - Dan Deeter:
Purchasing; 9:40 - Walter Miller: Food systems/AVI; 9:50 - Rick Shehan: Waste
Management; 10:00 - Jessalyn Story: Community Relations; 10:10 - Amy Telligman:
Culture of Sustainability Survey; 10:20 - Kaye Savage: closing remarks. Please feel free




What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus?
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Jack Byrne, director of Sustainability Integration Office at Middlebury College,
and Wes Dripps, executive director of Shi Center for Sustainability at Furman University,
will speak about the culture of sustainability at small liberal arts colleges. Following this
will speak about the culture of sustainability at small liberal arts colleges. Following this
talk, there will be a luncheon discussion facilitated by Byrne and Dripps. Drop in or out as
your schedule allows for any of the talks (11 a.m.-12 p.m.) or lunch discussion (12 - 1





Critical Language Scholarship Information Session
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: The Critical Language Scholarship (CLS) program is an intensive overseas
language and cultural immersion program for American students enrolled at U.S. colleges
and universities. It offers 14 languages including Azerbaijani, Bangla, Hindi, Indonesian,
Korean, Punjabi, Swahili, Turkish, and Urdu (no prior studying required); Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, Persian, and Russian (have language prerequisites). Students of
diverse disciplines and majors are encouraged to apply. Participants are expected to
continue their language study beyond the scholarship period and later apply their critical
language skills in their future professional careers. Please visit the CLS Institutes page at
http://www.clscholarship.org for more information. The application for the 2018 CLS
program is online and is due Nov. 15, by 7:59 p.m. EST. Noelle Little, a CLS program
officer from American Councils for International Education, will offer an Information
Session at 11 a.m. - 12 p.m., Oct. 24, at Olin 101. Please contact the CLS campus advisor,




Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: 
Details: Are you interested in doing summer research in Biology (and related fields)?
Come to an information session presented by members of the Biology Department. We
will give a brief overview of the types of opportunities that are available, as well as how
to go about searching and applying for positions.
Contact: Dr. Tracie Ivy
Email: ivytm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5020
Graduate School Options to Become a Therapist
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: RMSC 225
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in a career in clinical or counseling psychology? Dr. Nowatka will
make a presentation for those interested in becoming a therapist. Come and get your
make a presentation for those interested in becoming a therapist. Come and get your
questions answered so you can decide if this is the right career path for you!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder House Annex (1st floor behind the business office)
Cost: Free
Details: A presentation by students in Dr. Telligman's Environmental Studies 150, a first-
year living-learning community on sustainability. This is part of our Culture of





Date/Time: 10/24/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Chipotle
Cost: 
Details: Please go out to Chipotle to support Kappa Alpha Theta's philanthropy Court




Groucho's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Groucho's Deli
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha at Groucho's Deli for our percent night, Sept.
25! Come anytime between 2-5 p.m. with a flyer or mention the percent night and a
portion of your purchase will benefit Breast Cancer Education and Awareness! Good food




MedEx Academy Information Session 
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: Free
Details: Come learn about the MedEx Academy, a summer program through the
Greenville Health System that was developed to create more interest among young people
in pursuing careers in healthcare. Students accepted into the academy have the unique





Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as the psychology department hosts Dr. Ed Craighead of Emory
University who will present on Prevention and Prediction of Treatment of Major
Depressive Disorder. Lunch begins at 11:15 a.m., and his presentation begins at 11:45
a.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Matt Howsare, a Wofford alumni, is the Co-chair of the firms Consumer Product
Safety Practice. He focuses his practice on consumer product compliance and
enforcement issues involving the US Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC),
individual states, the Federal Trade Commission, and Health Canada. He has over 10
years of experience on product safety, including the representation os a wide range os
consumer product industries and working in a senior leadership position at the CPSC.




We're Looking for Students?Interested in Teaching!?- Info Session
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Are you looking for your first teaching job? Considering teaching after
graduation, but not sure where to start? Are you looking for a way to translate your love
for your field of study into a job?Carney, Sandoe & Associates is an educational
recruitment firm that place passionate students like you in K-12 private, college
preparatory schools across the nation and worldwide. Ranging in size, location, and
mission, the schools we work with give you the opportunity to make a difference as a
teacher, coach, and mentor. “Teaching certification or a degree in education is not
required.” Each year, we have thousands of rewarding and exciting positions available in





CONNECTIONS: Student Civic Engagement Roundtable
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Where community-engaged students of all stripes come together to deepen their




Work & Teach Abroad Panel 
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in interning, teaching, and/or volunteering abroad after
graduation should attend this panel. Presenters from English for Life TESOL certificate
program, the Office of International Programs, and recent graduates who are or have







PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive 
Details: PAWS for a Cause is conducting their second annual Homecoming food drive to
benefit the Spartanburg Humane Society. We are collecting dry/canned cat and dog food
and treats. Collection boxes are located in Burwell, Milliken, and Campus Life. The event





Details: Sign up now for Intramural Soccer. There will be a league for men, and a league
for women. The games are 7 vs. 7. A minimum of 7 players is required to enter a team,
but 10 or more players is preferable. The signup deadline is Nov. 2, and games will begin






Details: Wofford is offering free flu vaccines for this upcoming flu season. The CDC is
predicting this flu season will be worse than last year. Get your protection while supplies
last! Monday 10/23: 9:30 - 11:30 a.m., Olin 207A; Tuesday 10/24: 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.,




2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is Monday, Nov. 6. Visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?id=462187 for more




SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences






A BAR A Ranch in Wyoming is hiring for Summer Positions - Apply by Thursday
Details: A Bar A will be on campus Tuesday, Oct. 31, interviewing interested students to
work on the ranch for the summer. They are hiring for all areas of guest services. Full
Season applicants must be available from at least the 4th week of May through the 3rd
week of September. Short season applicants must be available from the 4th week of May
through the 3rd week August. Jobs include children's camp counselors, fly-fishing guides,
wranglers, cooks, food/wine/bar servers, cabin hosts/housekeepers, office assistants,
concierge, shooting instructors, and grounds/maintenance crew. Please visit
http://www.abararanch.com/staff/general-information/ to apply and contact John Coleman




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Rave Alert wofford@getrave.com
Subject: Wofford Alert! TORNADO WARNING ISSUED for our area until 3:30 p.m. Take shelter. For locations, check
www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/TornadoWarning.
Date: October 23, 2017 at 2:57 PM
To: stonerp@wofford.edu
Wofford College Alert! The National Weather Service in Greenville-Spartanburg has issued a TORNADO
WARNING for our area until 3:30 p.m. Take shelter inside a building, away from windows and doors.
Put as many walls and floors as possible between you and the outside. Note that vehicles and mobile
homes should be abandoned for sturdier shelter.
If you are on Wofford's campus and can safely do so, proceed to the designated emergency location in the
building you're in or the closest building, if you are outside.
See www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/TornadoWarning for safe locations.
Await further information and instructions. Remain sheltered until you receive an "all clear" alert/message.
A tornado warning is issued when a tornado is indicated by radar or sighted by spotters. A tornado is a
violently rotating column of air with circulation reaching the ground. It nearly always starts as a funnel
cloud and may be accompanied by a loud roaring noise. On a local scale, it is the most destructive of all
atmospheric phenomena.
From: Rave Alert wofford@getrave.com
Subject: TORNADO WARNING EXPIRED. ALL CLEAR.
Date: October 23, 2017 at 3:33 PM
To: stonerp@wofford.edu
Wofford College Alert! The TORNADO WARNING issued for our area HAS EXPIRED. All clear. Resume
normal activities.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM ITS: Internet problems
Date: October 23, 2017 at 5:38 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Members of the campus community,
 
This afternoon at approximately 3:25 p.m., one of our two campus Internet connections failed.
We are working with the provider of the failed connection to restore service. Our other
connection is functioning; however, you may experience slow Internet service until our failed
connection is fixed. We appreciate your patience as ITS staff work with our Internet service
provider to fix the problem.
 






Chief Information Officer and









Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: MESSAGE FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Update on Sunday's armed robbery
Date: October 23, 2017 at 5:43 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Campus Community:
 
This email is to provide you with updated information regarding the armed robbery that
occurred early Sunday morning on campus.
 
Campus Safety investigators continue to investigate the incident.  The two male victims
and the suspects involved in the incident were not Wofford students, employees or
alumni. There were no injuries during the incident, which occurred at the entrance to the
DuPre/Campus Life parking lot. The only items taken were two cell phones.
 
Campus Safety has video of what is believed to be the subjects’ vehicle leaving campus
via Evins Street. The video will be shared with the Spartanburg County Sheriff’s Office
for regional distribution. Also, officers continue to work with the victims to gather
descriptions of the suspects and are attempting to identify them on video recordings.
 
By way of explanation, the time lag between sending the initial emergency alert regarding
the incident early Sunday morning and sending the “all clear” message occurred because
Campus Safety officers were patrolling throughout campus to be certain the perpetrators
in the incident were not still on campus and possibly still a threat.
 
Campus Safety officers patrol campus 24 hours a day, seven days a week in an effort to
keep the campus community and visitors safe.
 
We remind all members of the campus community to be aware of their surroundings and
alert to suspicious persons. If you see any suspicious persons or activity on campus,
immediately contact Campus Safety at 864-597-4911 or local law enforcement at 911. If
you see something, say something!
 
We also remind you to lock your vehicle doors when you leave your vehicle or when you
are traveling in it. Do not leave valuable items in your vehicle; if you do, you should
conceal them in the trunk or other hidden location. Also lock your residence hall doors
whether you are inside or not.
 
REMINDER: Campus Safety is available 24/7 to provide escorts for anyone on campus.
Call 864-597-4350 or 864-597-4911.
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J







Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, October 24, 2017
Date: October 24, 2017 at 8:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus?
Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Graduate School Options to Become a Therapist
Presentation by Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Conversation on Price Gouging
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Kappa Alpha Theta-Chipotle Fundraiser
People Behind the Politics: Immigration and DACA
UKirk
Men's Soccer Senior Night
RUF Large Group
Upcoming Events
Seeking Faculty & Staff Input - Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session
for Faculty & Staff
Seeking Student Input - Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for
Students
Groucho's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
We're Looking for Students?Interested in Teaching!?- Info Session
CONNECTIONS: Student Civic Engagement Roundtable
Work & Teach Abroad Panel
F I N I T E
Dinner with Wofford Alum Regina Fuller '11
Announcements
PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
Free Flu Vaccine
CANCELLED: 11/6/17 Dunlap Chamber Music Concert
CANCELLED: 11/6/17 Dunlap Chamber Music Concert
A BAR A Ranch in Wyoming is hiring for Summer Positions - Apply by Thursday




Opening Session: State of Sustainability at Wofford
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Our culture, environmental components, and community components will be
presented by various Wofford faculty and staff. Scheduled times and speakers are: 9:00 -
Peter Brewitt: Introduction and Sustainability Committee; 9:10 - Stewart Winslow:
Landscaping; 9:20 - Rob Richards: Buildings and metering; 9:30 - Dan Deeter:
Purchasing; 9:40 - Walter Miller: Food systems/AVI; 9:50 - Rick Shehan: Waste
Management; 10:00 - Jessalyn Story: Community Relations; 10:10 - Amy Telligman:
Culture of Sustainability Survey; 10:20 - Kaye Savage: closing remarks. Please feel free




What Can a Culture of Sustainability Look Like on a Small Liberal Arts College
Campus?
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Jack Byrne, director of Sustainability Integration Office at Middlebury College,
and Wes Dripps, executive director of Shi Center for Sustainability at Furman University,
will speak about the culture of sustainability at small liberal arts colleges. Following this
talk, there will be a luncheon discussion facilitated by Byrne and Dripps. Drop in or out as
your schedule allows for any of the talks (11 a.m. - 12 p.m.) or lunch discussion (12 - 1





Summer Research Opportunities in Biology
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 122
Cost: 
Details: Are you interested in doing summer research in Biology (and related fields)?
Come to an information session presented by members of the Biology Department. We
will give a brief overview of the types of opportunities that are available, as well as how
will give a brief overview of the types of opportunities that are available, as well as how
to go about searching and applying for positions.
Contact: Dr. Tracie Ivy
Email: ivytm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5020
Graduate School Options to Become a Therapist
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: RMSC225
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in a career in clinical or counseling psychology? Dr. Nowatka will
make a presentation for those interested in becoming a therapist. Come and get your
questions answered so you can decide if this is the right career path for you!
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Presentation by Living-Learning Community on Sustainability
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder House Annex (1st floor behind the business office)
Cost: Free
Details: A presentation by students in Dr. Telligman's Environmental Studies 150, a first-
year living-learning community on sustainability. This is part of our Culture of
Sustainability Symposium that is sponsored by the Milliken Sustainability Initiative.




Conversation on Price Gouging
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: McMillanTheater
Cost: 
Details: A Conversation on the Morality of Price Gouging: Dr. Wesley Pech and Dr.
Philip Swicegood will engage in a 15-20 minute discussion of price gouging and price
controls following natural disasters and other crises, after which questions and discussion




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga





Kappa Alpha Theta-Chipotle Fundraiser
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Chipotle 
Cost: 
Details: Please go out to Chipotle to support Kappa Alpha Theta's philanthropy Court




People Behind the Politics: Immigration and DACA
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a panel discussion about U.S. immigration policies, DACA's
cancellation and its impact on millions of people in the U.S. Dr. Begona Caballero,
Wofford College (moderator) Panelists: DACA-recipient students Dr. Araceli Hernandez-
Laroche, professor, University of South Carolina Upstate; Andrea Liberatore '16,
paralegal in immigration law; Mireille Tanner, lead pastor, Centro Familiar; Cristano
Doug Thie '09, immigration attorney, Clawson and Staubes LLC.




Date/Time: 10/24/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Presbyterian
Cost: 
Details: Come join us as we take a closer look into the book of Ruth, have some more fun
with trivia, and enjoy a delicious home-cooked meal.
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
Men's Soccer Senior Night
Date/Time: 10/24/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and support the Men's Soccer team as we host rival Furman! There






Date/Time: 10/24/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: free
Details: Join RUF tonight for Large Group! This semester, we will be covering the "I am"
statements in John. Come for the message, stay for the free dessert at the end. We'd love






Seeking Faculty & Staff Input - Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session
for Faculty & Staff
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to drop in as you can (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) and
share your ideas about sustainability on Wofford's campus, facilitated by Tim Schmitz.




Seeking Student Input - Culture of Sustainability - Listening & Idea Session for
Students
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students are invited to drop in as you can and share your ideas about
sustainability at Wofford, facilitated by Jessica Scott-Felder and Kim Rostan. Snacks




Groucho's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Groucho's Deli
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha at Groucho's Deli for our percent night, Oct.
25! Come anytime between 5-9 p.m. with a flyer or mention the percent night and a
portion of your purchase will benefit Breast Cancer Education and Awareness! Good food
for a great cause! Hope to see you there!




Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Dr. Juan Declet-Barreto will speak on Environmental and Social Science at the
Policy-Research Interface. Dr. Declet-Barreto is a geographer specializing in vulnerability
and human health outcomes of environmental hazards aggravated by climate change. He
joined the Union of Concerned Scientists in 2016 as a joint Kendall Science Fellow for
the Climate and Energy program and the Center for Science and Democracy. He partners
with environmental justice groups and activists to research the potential effects of carbon





Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as the psychology department hosts Dr. Ed Craighead of Emory
University who will present on Prevention and Prediction of Treatment of Major
Depressive Disorder. Lunch begins at 11:15 a.m., and his presentation begins at 11:45
a.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Matt Howsare, a Wofford alumni, is the Co-chair of the firms Consumer Product
Safety Practice. He focuses his practice on consumer product compliance and
enforcement issues involving the US Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC),
individual states, the Federal Trade Commission, and Health Canada. He has over 10
years of experience on product safety, including the representation os a wide range os
consumer product industries and working in a senior leadership position at the CPSC.




We're Looking for Students?Interested in Teaching!?- Info Session
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Are you looking for your first teaching job? Considering teaching after
graduation, but not sure where to start?? Are you looking for a way to translate your love
for your field of study into a job??Carney, Sandoe & Associates is an educational
recruitment firm that place passionate students like you in K-12 private, college
preparatory schools across the nation and worldwide. Ranging in size, location, and
mission, the schools we work with give you the opportunity to make a difference as a
teacher, coach, and mentor. “Teaching certification or a degree in education is not
required.” Each year, we have thousands of rewarding and exciting positions available in





CONNECTIONS: Student Civic Engagement Roundtable
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Where community-engaged students of all stripes come together to deepen their




Work & Teach Abroad Panel 
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in interning, teaching, and/or volunteering abroad after
graduation should attend this panel. Presenters from English for Life TESOL certificate
program, the Office of International Programs, and recent graduates who are or have





F I N I T E
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III VB Court
Cost: Free





Dinner with Wofford Alum Regina Fuller '11
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: N/A
Details: Regina Fuller '11 will be hosting a dinner for current students of color about their
experiences at Wofford. The dinner will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 14 at 7 p.m. in the
Meadors Multicultural House (AMS/NPHC House) in the Greek Village. While she was a
student at Wofford, Regina was involved with the Association of Multicultural Students
(AMS) and traveled as a Wofford Presidential International Scholar investigating identity
in the African Diaspora. She is currently completing her doctorate in Educational Policy
Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and is a member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Incorporated. If you would like to attend the dinner please RSVP through the






PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive 
Details: PAWS for a Cause is conducting their second annual Homecoming food drive to
benefit the Spartanburg Humane Society. We are collecting dry/canned cat and dog food
and treats. Collection boxes are located in Burwell, Milliken, and Campus Life. The event





Details: Wofford is offering free flu vaccines for this upcoming flu season. The CDC is
predicting this flu season will be worse than last year. Get your protection while supplies
last! Monday 10/23 9:30 - 11:30, Olin 207A; Tuesday 10/24 10:30 - 1:30, Milliken 104;




CANCELLED: 11/6/17 Dunlap Chamber Music Concert 
Details: The Dunlap Chamber Music Concert on Monday, 11/6/17 at 7 p.m. in Leonard
Auditorium has been CANCELLED. Next Concert will be on Monday, 3/12/2018 with
Auditorium has been CANCELLED. Next Concert will be on Monday, 3/12/2018 with
Alexander Kobrin, Winner of Van Cliburn Piano Competition in a Recital; Thursday,
3/29/2018 with Will Ransom, Piano; Kate Ransom, Violin; VEGA Quartet members Yinzi
Kong, Viola and Guang Wang, Cello; and Monday, 4/23/2018 with Wendy Warner, Cello,
Winner of Rostropovich Competition and Sandra Rivers, Piano from Cincinnati
Conservatory.
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
A BAR A Ranch in Wyoming is hiring for Summer Positions - Apply by Thursday
Details: A Bar A will be on campus Tuesday, Oct. 31 interviewing interested students to
work on the ranch for the summer. They are hiring for all areas of guest services. Full
Season applicants must be available from at least the 4th week of May through the 3rd
week of September. Short season applicants must be available from the 4th week of May
through the 3rd week August. Jobs include children's camp counselors, fly-fishing guides,
wranglers, cooks, food/wine/bar servers, cabin hosts/housekeepers, office assistants,
concierge, shooting instructors, and grounds/maintenance crew. Please visit
http://www.abararanch.com/staff/general-information/ to apply and contact John Coleman




SENIORS: Get your quotes in the yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences








Found: A white Apple charger was found plugged into an outlet on the 3rd floor by the
restrooms. The charger has multicolored polka-dotted tape around it with a black cord.




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Board of Trustees Update
Date: October 24, 2017 at 9:14 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To: Wofford Campus Community
From: President Nayef Samhat
The Wofford College Board of Trustees met on campus Oct. 16-17 and began what will be a
yearlong conversation on positioning the college for the future as a distinctive, premier,
national liberal arts college. With three major building projects complete as well as
expanded student-success programming, a new strategic enrollment plan, an assessment of
diversity and inclusion, a new wave of endowment support and the continuation of an
initiative to reimagine the general education curriculum, we are well on our way toward
completion of the strategic vision. The conversations we will have over the next year will
help us prepare for the upcoming capital campaign and the good things to come for our
college.
 
Below are other highlights from the board meeting:
Tuition, fees, room and board were approved at $56,530 for the 2018-19 academic
year. Letters went out to student families on Friday.
Culminating a yearlong discussion of the teacher-scholar model of faculty
engagement, the board updated the bylaws of the college to reflect current practice
and affirm teaching, scholarly engagement and service to the college as the primary
domains of faculty work.
The board approved plans for the renovation of Zach’s, including an expansion of and
upgrade to the Chick-fil-A and Boar's Head counters.
The board voted to approve changes in language to the Code of Student Rights and
Responsibilities. The new language will more effectively differentiate Wofford and its
strong student-led judicial system from the criminal court system.
We have experienced incredible momentum and growth over the past four years, and that
does not come without student, faculty and staff commitment, hard work and patience.
Thank you all for your dedication to Wofford College and its mission.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, October 25, 2017
Date: October 25, 2017 at 9:12 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Seeking Faculty & Staff Input - Culture of Sustainability Listening & Idea Session
Holy Communion
Seeking Student Input - Culture of Sustainability Listening & Idea Session
Create: Making Masks
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Groucho's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
La mesa de espanol
Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Upcoming Events
National Pit Bull Awareness Day
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
Asbury Theological School Visit
Work & Teach Abroad Panel




PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
2017 International Programs Photo Contest
A BAR A Ranch in Wyoming is hiring for Summer Positions - Apply by Thursday
Intramural Soccer Signups
Last free flu vaccine clinic
Terrier Bucks System Operational Off-Campus





Seeking Faculty & Staff Input - Culture of Sustainability Listening & Idea Session
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff are invited to drop in as you can (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) and
share your ideas about sustainability on Wofford's campus, facilitated by Tim Schmitz.





Date/Time: 10/25/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in




Seeking Student Input - Culture of Sustainability Listening & Idea Session
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Students are invited to drop in as you can and share your ideas about
sustainability at Wofford, facilitated by Jessica Scott-Felder and Kim Rostan. Snacks





Date/Time: 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallener Richardson Center For The Arts, Room 128
Cost: Free




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,




Groucho's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Groucho's Deli
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha at Groucho's Deli for our percent night,
TONIGHT! Come anytime between 5-9 p.m. with a flyer or mention the percent night
and a portion of your purchase will benefit Breast Cancer Education and Awareness!




La mesa de espanol
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Galleria in the Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed setting? Stop by The Galleria today
from 5:00 - 5:45 p.m., for the opportunity to chat in Spanish with our international
visiting faculty from Spain and Chile. All levels can participate, and all students, staff,




Milliken Sustainability and Public Health Lecture
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Dr. Juan Declet-Barreto will speak on Environmental and Social Science at the
Policy-Research Interface. Dr. Declet-Barreto is a geographer specializing in vulnerability
and human health outcomes of environmental hazards aggravated by climate change. He
joined the Union of Concerned Scientists in 2016 as a joint Kendall Science Fellow for
the Climate and Energy program and the Center for Science and Democracy. He partners
with environmental justice groups and activists to research the potential effects of carbon





Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 9:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 10/25/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: N/A
Details: Join us as we continue our series of the Beatitudes. What did Jesus say is the
character of a Christian? What are the rewards? Snacks and hangout time always






National Pit Bull Awareness Day
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Join PAWS for a Cause as they honor National Pit Bull Awareness Day on the
Seal of Old Main from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 26. The goal of the day is to
educate the community about the inherent goodness of the breed through interactions with
dogs from the Spartanburg Humane Society and free designer cookies will be given to the
first 48 people who come learn the facts. 
Contact: Gracie Minor 
Email: wocopaws4acause@gmail.com
Telephone/Extension: 864-219-0742
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as the psychology department hosts Dr. Ed Craighead of Emory
University who will present on Prevention and Prediction of Treatment of Major
Depressive Disorder. Lunch begins at 11:15 a.m., and his presentation begins at 11:45
a.m.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Matt Howsare, a Wofford alumni, is the Co-chair of the firm Mentz & Levin's
Consumer Product Safety Practice. He focuses his practice on consumer product
compliance and enforcement issues involving the US Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC), individual states, the Federal Trade Commission, and Health
Commission (CPSC), individual states, the Federal Trade Commission, and Health
Canada. He has over 10 years of experience on product safety, including the
representation os a wide range os consumer product industries and working in a senior




Asbury Theological School Visit
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 1:00:00 PM
Location: Halligan Center, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Asbury Theological Seminary will have a representative on campus this
Thursday afternoon, Oct. 26, from 1-3:30 p.m., in the Halligan Center for Religious &
Spritirual Life, Main Building. If you are interested in meeting with her, please contact




Work & Teach Abroad Panel 
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in interning, teaching, and/or volunteering abroad after
graduation should attend this panel. Presenters from English for Life TESOL certificate
program, the Office of International Programs, and recent graduates who are or have





CONNECTIONS: Student Civic-Engagement Roundtable
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community-Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Inviting community-engaged students of all stripes to come together and deepen
their understanding of themselves, their communities, and the world. Food and drinks will





Date/Time: 10/26/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Join Black Student Union for our first Black Cinema of the semester. This
Details: Join Black Student Union for our first Black Cinema of the semester. This
Thursday, at 6 pm, we will be screening the HBO series insecure. There will be free





Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Graduate School? Plan to attend our Graduate Fair in Great Oaks
Hall where more than 20 schools will be representing their different programs. Open to all







PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
Details: PAWS for a Cause is conducting their second annual Homecoming food drive to
benefit the Spartanburg Humane Society. We are collecting dry/canned cat and dog food
and treats. Collection boxes are located in Burwell, Milliken, and Campus Life. The event




2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is Monday, November 6. Visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?id=462187 for more




A BAR A Ranch in Wyoming is hiring for Summer Positions - Apply by Thursday
Details: A Bar A will be on campus Tuesday, October 31 interviewing interested students
to work on the ranch for the summer. They are hiring for all areas of guest services. Full
to work on the ranch for the summer. They are hiring for all areas of guest services. Full
Season applicants must be available from at least the 4th week of May through the 3rd
week of September. Short season applicants must be available from the 4th week of May
through the 3rd week August. Jobs include children's camp counselors, fly-fishing guides,
wranglers, cooks, food/wine/bar servers, cabin hosts/housekeepers, office assistants,
concierge, shooting instructors, and grounds/maintenance crew. Please visit
http://www.abararanch.com/staff/general-information/ to apply and contact John Coleman





Details: Sign up now for Intramural soccer. There will be a league for men, and a league
for women. The games are 7v7, thus a minimum of 7 players is required to enter, but 10
or more players is preferable. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for assistance in
finding a team to join. Varsity soccer players, including seniors, are not eligible to




Last free flu vaccine clinic
Details: Wofford is offering free flu vaccines for this upcoming flu season. The CDC is
predicting this flu season will be worse than last year. Protect yourself! Thursday 10/26, 2




Terrier Bucks System Operational Off-Campus
Details: The Terrier Bucks system is now operational for off-campus use. Students should
have no problems using their Terrier Bucks at off-campus locations that accept them.
Thank you for your patience. Alexis Coppola Office Manager AVI Fresh - Wofford
College 
Contact: Alexis Coppola, AVI Fresh
Email: acoppola@avifoodsystems.com
Telephone/Extension: 4256
No Posters/Flyers on Burwell Doors/Windows
Details: Students are reminded that no posters or flyers may be placed on the doors or
front windows of the Burwell Building. They may be placed on the glass windows on
either side of the lobby. Also, please be sure to remove your poster/flyer after your event
has taken place. Only posters/flyers promoting Wofford events and programs are allowed





Subject: Board of Trustees Update
Date: October 24, 2017 at 9:14 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To: Wofford Campus Community
From: President Nayef Samhat
The Wofford College Board of Trustees met on campus Oct. 16-17 and began what will be a
yearlong conversation on positioning the college for the future as a distinctive, premier,
national liberal arts college. With three major building projects complete as well as
expanded student-success programming, a new strategic enrollment plan, an assessment of
diversity and inclusion, a new wave of endowment support and the continuation of an
initiative to reimagine the general education curriculum, we are well on our way toward
completion of the strategic vision. The conversations we will have over the next year will
help us prepare for the upcoming capital campaign and the good things to come for our
college.
 
Below are other highlights from the board meeting:
Tuition, fees, room and board were approved at $56,530 for the 2018-19 academic
year. Letters went out to student families on Friday.
Culminating a yearlong discussion of the teacher-scholar model of faculty
engagement, the board updated the bylaws of the college to reflect current practice
and affirm teaching, scholarly engagement and service to the college as the primary
domains of faculty work.
The board approved plans for the renovation of Zach’s, including an expansion of and
upgrade to the Chick-fil-A and Boar's Head counters.
The board voted to approve changes in language to the Code of Student Rights and
Responsibilities. The new language will more effectively differentiate Wofford and its
strong student-led judicial system from the criminal court system.
We have experienced incredible momentum and growth over the past four years, and that
does not come without student, faculty and staff commitment, hard work and patience.
Thank you all for your dedication to Wofford College and its mission.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM ITS: Full campus Internet service restored
Date: October 25, 2017 at 1:29 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Members of the campus community,
 
Thanks for your patience while we recovered from Monday’s storm. The provider of our failed
Internet connection restored service after 11 last night. Both campus Internet connections now are
operating, and we have our full Internet bandwidth available. I’m grateful for the work of our ITS
network staff who handled the outage with minimal disruption of campus Internet service.
 
If you have questions about any campus IT service, please contact the IT Help Center at 864 597





Chief Information Officer and







Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, October 26, 2017
Date: October 26, 2017 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





National Pit Bull Awareness Day
Pumpkin Fest 2017
Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
UKirk at the Table
Meditation Moments
Asbury Theological School Visit
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Work & Teach Abroad Panel
CONNECTIONS: Student Civic-Engagement Roundtable
Black Cinema: Insecure
Upcoming Events
STEAM Garden Open Meeting
F I N I T E
SoCon Undergraduate Research Forum
Graduate School Fair
Dinner with Wofford Alum Regina Fuller '11
Announcements
Female Bible Study - Interest Meeting
PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
Last free flu vaccine clinic
SENIORS: Get Your Quotes in the Yearbook
Don't Forget to Check your CPO
Apply to be a Global Ambassador
Antigone Tickets Now on Sale Student Price Only $5





Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF as we eat lunch together and fellowship. There's no agenda just




National Pit Bull Awareness Day 
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Join PAWS for a Cause as they honor National Pit Bull Awareness Day on the
Seal of Old Main from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. today. The goal of the day is to educate the
community about the inherent goodness of the breed through interactions with dogs from
the Spartanburg Humane Society and free designer cookies will be given to the first 48





Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come join WAC as we celebrate Fall with our 3rd Annual Pumpkin Fest! We
will be carving pumpkins from 11 a.m. - 7 p.m., and we will light the pumpkins at 7:30
p.m. There will be fall treats throughout the day as well as games, music, and great
company! We even have a pumpkin carving contest this year! Winners will be announced




Psychology Department Colloquium & Luncheon
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:15:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as the psychology department hosts Dr. Ed Craighead of Emory
University who will present on Prevention and Prediction of Treatment of Major
Depressive Disorder. Lunch begins at 11:15 a.m. and his presentation begins at 11:45 a.m.




Lunch & Learn w/ Matt Howsare
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Matt Howsare, a Wofford alumni, is the Co-chair of the firm Mentz & Levin's
Consumer Product Safety Practice. He focuses his practice on consumer product
compliance and enforcement issues involving the US Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC), individual states, the Federal Trade Commission, and Health
Canada. He has over 10 years of experience on product safety, including the
representation os a wide range os consumer product industries and working in a senior




UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: 
Details: Everyone has to eat lunch, so why not do it in a relaxed, stress free setting? Grab
your lunch and come join us for relaxed conversation.




Date/Time: 10/26/2017 12:40:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Join us today and every Thursday at 12:40 p.m., for a few moments of guided
meditation. Meditations are brief and focus on breathing and clearing the mind. No active




Asbury Theological School Visit
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 1:00:00 PM
Location: Halligan Center, Main Buildin
Cost: Free
Details: Asbury Theological Seminary will have a representative on campus this
afternoon from 1-3:30 p.m. in the Halligan Center for Religious & Spritirual Life, Main
Building. If you are interested in meeting with her, please contact Elizabeth Fields to





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




Work & Teach Abroad Panel 
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space conference room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in interning, teaching, and/or volunteering abroad after
graduation should attend this panel. Presenters from English for Life TESOL certificate
program, the Office of International Programs, and recent graduates who are or have





CONNECTIONS: Student Civic-Engagement Roundtable
Date/Time: 10/26/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Community-Based Learning
Cost: Free
Details: Inviting community-engaged students of all stripes to come together and deepen
their understanding of themselves, their communities, and the world. Food and drinks will





Date/Time: 10/26/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Meadorse Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Join Black Student Union for our first Black Cinema of the semester. This
Thursday, at 6 p.m., we will be screening the HBO series Insecure. There will be free






STEAM Garden Open Meeting
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Project Hub Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: The STEAM Garden is a community project thought up by artist Daniel
Zongrone and funded in part by the ArtsXcelerator Grant through the Chapman Cultural
Center. The garden will focus on STEAM Education (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Mathematics) and will grow edible plants that will be put back into the
community. It will be installed on South Church Street in front of Carver Middle and
Mary H. Wright Elementary, at the former site of the Spartanburg Swim Center. We have
been putting together the STEAM Garden model with the intention that it can be placed in
any community and altered to fit the specific desires of the area, and we want your input!
Join us at Project Hub Spartanburg (442 S. Church St, across the street from the garden




F I N I T E
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III VB Court
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us tomorrow in Phase III by the volleyball court for some pancakes




SoCon Undergraduate Research Forum 
Date/Time: 10/28/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall and Milliken Classrooms
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and support Meg, Elizabeth, Juliana, Paige, Jennifer, Carla, Caroline,
Samuel, Jacob, Carter, Ian, Madalyn, Lacey, Timmy, Vanessa, Amanda, Jackson, Kyla,
and Laura as they share what they have created and discovered through their artistry,
creativity, and research. They as well as over 100 students from across the SoCon schools
will share their insights into subjects from Accounting to Kinesiology to Religion. The
schedule of events will be available at the reception desk in Great Oaks Hall so please
join us in the Milliken Science Building throughout the day Saturday as well as Sunday
morning. 




Graduate School Fair 
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Graduate School? Plan to attend our Graduate Fair in Great Oaks
Hall where more than 20 schools will be representing their different programs. Open to all





Dinner with Wofford Alum Regina Fuller '11
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: N/A
Details: Regina Fuller '11 will be hosting a dinner for current students of color about their
experiences at Wofford. The dinner will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 14 at 7 p.m., in the
Meadors Multicultural House (AMS/NPHC House) in the Greek Village. While she was a
student at Wofford, Regina was involved with the Association of Multicultural Students
(AMS) and traveled as a Wofford Presidential International Scholar investigating identity
in the African Diaspora. She is currently completing her doctorate in Educational Policy
Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and is a member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Incorporated. If you would like to attend the dinner please RSVP through the






Female Bible Study - Interest Meeting
Details: Hey y'all! There will be an interest meeting held on Thursday, Oct. 26, in the
Shipp Lounge at 11 a.m., for a new Bible study group coming to campus. Over the course
of our meetings, we will be focusing on discovering what God is all about and exploring
different topics in the Bible and how they relate to our present day world. Whether you're
a devoted follower, non-believer, or somewhere in between, ALL are welcome and





PAWS for a Cause Homecoming Food Drive
Details: PAWS for a Cause is conducting their second annual Homecoming food drive to
benefit the Spartanburg Humane Society. We are collecting dry/canned cat and dog food
and treats. Collection boxes are located in Burwell, Milliken, and Campus Life. The event




Last free flu vaccine clinic
Details: Wofford is offering free flu vaccines for this upcoming flu season. The CDC is
predicting this flu season will be worse than last year. Protect yourself! Thursday 10/26, 2




SENIORS: Get Your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences






Don't Forget to Check your CPO
Details: All students should check their CPOs for a message from The Benefactors,
Wofford's Student Philanthropy Initiative! You have a chance to receive a pair of leather
Wofford coasters! Click here for more info >> www.wofford.edu/thebenefactors/ and
follow us on Instagram @woco_benefactors!
Contact: Alex H. North
Email: northah@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be







Antigone Tickets Now on Sale Student Price Only $5
Details: Tickets are now on sale for Wofford Theatre's fall production, Antigone, running
Nov. 2-4 and 8-11, at 8 p.m. each night. This show serves as the Theatre Department's
inaugural performance in the Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre in the Rosalind
Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts. This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom
ripped apart by civil war and violent discord within its royal family. As a new king
attempts to assert his sovereignty, the power of the crown clashes with the strength of a
fearless young woman's convictions. Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first
performed, its driving question is no less relevant ? how do we enact justice in a world
where what is right and what is law are not always the same? Student tickets are $5;
Faculty tickets are $12; General public tickets $15. To purchase tickets, go to
www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or to the Wofford Theatre Facebook page. The box office
opens on the ground floor of the RSRCA an hour before showtime, but patrons are
strongly encouraged to reserve seats in advance in order to ensure availability! Questions?




Newman Club Outing to Skytop Orchard
Details: The Catholic Newman Club is hosting an outing to SkyTop Orchard for apple
picking and pumpkins on Saturday, Oct. 28. We will meet at the Catholic Campus




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, October 27, 2017
Date: October 27, 2017 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
STEAM Garden Open Meeting
Upcoming Events
SoCon Undergraduate Research Forum
Le Club de Francais - Movie Night
Graduate School Fair
The Wofford Entrepreneur Market
Announcements
2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Don't Forget to Check your CPO
Apply to be a Global Ambassador
Antigone Tickets on Sale Now! Student Price Only $5
Newman Club Outing to Skytop Orchard
Intramural Soccer Signups
SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook




Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab @5:00,
Ballet Core @5:30, Zumba @6:00! SATURDAY: Boot Camp @11:00am. SUNDAY:




STEAM Garden Open Meeting
Date/Time: 10/27/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Project Hub Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: The STEAM Garden is a community project thought up by artist Daniel
Zongrone and funded in part by the ArtsXcelerator Grant through the Chapman Cultural
Center. The garden will focus on STEAM Education (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Mathematics) and will grow edible plants that will be put back into the
community. It will be installed on South Church Street in front of Carver Middle and
Mary H. Wright Elementary, at the former site of the Spartanburg Swim Center. We have
been putting together the STEAM Garden model with the intention that it can be placed in
any community and altered to fit the specific desires of the area, and we want your input!
Join us at Project Hub Spartanburg (442 S. Church St, across the street from the garden






SoCon Undergraduate Research Forum 
Date/Time: 10/28/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall and Milliken Classrooms
Cost: Free 
Details: Come out and support Meg, Elizabeth, Juliana, Paige, Jennifer, Carla, Caroline,
Samuel, Jacob, Carter, Ian, Madalyn, Lacey, Timmy, Vanessa, Amanda, Jackson, Kyla,
and Laura as they share what they have created and discovered through their artistry,
creativity, and research. They as well as over 100 students from across the SoCon schools
will share their insights into subjects from Accounting to Kinesiology to Religion. The
schedule of events will be available at the reception desk in Great Oaks Hall so please





Le Club de Francais - Movie Night 
Date/Time: 10/30/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for our first movie night with FREE pizza this Monday, Oct. 30, at
Details: Please join us for our first movie night with FREE pizza this Monday, Oct. 30, at
7 p.m. in the Olin Language Lab. This feel good movie, The Intouchables, is about a
wealthy quadriplegic and his caregiver in Paris. We will have English subtitles too! Olin
116 is near the Language Lab downstairs. The movie is almost 2 hours long and will be
starting at 7:30 p.m. after pizza. Feel free to reach out to me if you have any dietary
concerns for the pizza! kinnasmc@email.wofford.edu 




Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Graduate School? Plan to attend our Graduate Fair in Great Oaks
Hall where more than 20 schools will be representing their different programs. Open to all





The Wofford Entrepreneur Market
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:00:00 PM
Location: SIGN UPS
Cost: 
Details: Do you have your own business but aren't sure how to get your company name
out there? Are you trying to gain more exposure and sell your products to the Wofford
community? Then sign up to have a table at the first annual Wofford Market in front of
Burwell on Nov. 14, as part of Global Entrepreneurship Week! This event is a great way
to make some money and get your business known to the Wofford student body. Any
businesses from t-shirts, to jewelry, to tables, to artwork are WANTED! Sign-ups last
until Wednesday, Nov. 2, so don't wait, sign up today! To sign up or for more information
contact: Owen Hughes: hughesot@email.wofford.edu or (865) 293-9787 Ari De Lucy:






2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is Monday, Nov. 6. Visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?id=462187 for more




Don't Forget to Check your CPO
Details: All students should check their CPOs for a message from The Benefactors,
Wofford's Student Philanthropy Initiative! You have a chance to receive a pair of leather
Wofford coasters! Click here for more info >> www.wofford.edu/thebenefactors/ and
follow us on Instagram @woco_benefactors!
Contact: Alex H. North
Email: northah@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be






Antigone Tickets on Sale Now! Student Price Only $5
Details: Tickets are now on sale for Wofford Theatre's fall production, Antigone, running
Nov. 2-4 and 8-11, at 8 p.m. each night. This show serves as the Theatre Department's
inaugural performance in the Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre in the new Rosalind
Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts. This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom
ripped apart by civil war and violent discord within its royal family. As a new king
attempts to assert his sovereignty, the power of the crown clashes with the strength of a
fearless young woman's convictions. Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first
performed, its driving question is no less relevant ? how do we enact justice in a world
where what is right and what is law are not always the same? Student tickets are $5
Faculty tickets are $12 General public tickets $15 To purchase tickets, go to
www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or to the Wofford Theatre Facebook page. The box office
opens on the ground floor of the RSRCA an hour before showtime, but patrons are
strongly encouraged to reserve seats in advance in order to ensure availability! Questions?




Newman Club Outing to Skytop Orchard
Details: The Catholic Newman Club is hosting an outing to SkyTop Orchard for apple
picking and pumpkins on Saturday, Oct. 28. We will meet at the Catholic Campus





Details: Sign up now for Intramural Soccer. There will be a league for women, and a
league for men. The games are 7v7, thus a minimum of 7 players is required to enter, but
10 or more players is preferable. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for assistance in
finding a team to join. Varsity soccer players, including seniors, are not eligible to




SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences






Southern Teachers Agency Interviews and Resume Drop
Details: Southern Teachers will be on campus Nov. 8, to interview students interested in
teaching. ST works with almost 600 schools around the South, and they list thousands of
jobs with us each year. While successful progress through a teacher-education program is
essential for some of these jobs (e.g., for elementary teachers), for many positions a
teaching certificate is not required. Math majors can be hired to teach math; Spanish
majors can teach Spanish, etc. Deadline to submit resumes is Nov. 5. Submit resume to






Found: A blood glucose test kit was found beside Greene this morning and turned in to
Found: A blood glucose test kit was found beside Greene this morning and turned in to




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM DEAN BIGGER: Accident on campus Thursday evening
Date: October 27, 2017 at 1:58 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford Campus Community
From:    Roberta Bigger, dean of students
 
Six of our students were injured last night (Thursday, Oct. 26) when an aerosol can
placed too close to a gas grill exploded, causing burns to all six. The accident occurred
around 7:40 p.m. on the patio of one of the houses at the Greek Village.
 
Four students were transported to the Augusta burn center, where they underwent
surgery this morning. Their conditions have not been released at this time.
 
Two students sustained minor injuries and were treated at Spartanburg Medical
Center’s emergency department last night and released.
 
We remain in touch with the families of the students at the burn center to monitor their
progress. Please keep them all in your thoughts.
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, October 30, 2017
Date: October 30, 2017 at 8:54 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Nathaniel Smith - Community Sustainability
Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
Lunch with Nathaniel Smith
All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Graduate School Fair
Lunch & Learn w/ Heather Onstott
Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
The Wofford Entrepreneur Market
Malcolm X
Dinner with Wofford Alum Regina Fuller '11
Announcements
2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Apply to be a Global Ambassador
SENIORS: Get Your Quotes in the Yearbook




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/30/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Nathaniel Smith - Community Sustainability
Date/Time: 10/30/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Smith is founder and chief equity officer of the Partnership for Southern Equity,
which advocates for policies and actions that promote balanced growth and inclusive
prosperity in metropolitan Atlanta and beyond. Smith is co-author of PSE's report
"Moving to Opportunity: The Case for Transportation Equity in Metropolitan Atlanta"





Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 10/30/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Bottom floor of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us in the series of "Craziest things Jesus said". Together we'll look at and
discuss things that Jesus actually said while He was on earth. We encourage you to bring
your Halloween spirit this week! Snacks and hangout time always included. Follow us on






Lunch with Nathaniel Smith
Date/Time: 10/31/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a lunch discussion with Nathaniel Smith, focusing on how Wofford
can develop and deepen community partnerships for social equity and health equity in the
Northside and all over Spartanburg. Smith will speak Monday night, as part of the Culture
of Sustainability Symposium sponsored by the Milliken Sustainability Initiative. He is
founder and chief equity officer of the Partnership for Southern Equity, which advocates
for policies and actions that promote balanced growth and inclusive prosperity in
metropolitan Atlanta and beyond; and previously served as director of partnerships and






All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us on Wednesday at 12:30 p.m., on the Seal of Main Building as the
names of students, staff, faculty, friends and alumni of the college who have died during
the past year are read aloud as the college bell is tolled. All are invited to attend.The
ceremony will conclude by 12:45 p.m. The All Saints Remembrance Tolling of the Bell is





Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Graduate School? Plan to attend our Graduate Fair in Great Oaks
Hall where more than 20 schools will be representing their different programs. Open to all





Lunch & Learn w/ Heather Onstott
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Heather Onstott is the CFO at Freight Farms, Inc. www.freightfarms.com, a
startup focused on creating a more connected and sustainable food supply. Heather is also
a Venture Partner at LaunchCapital and cofounded their Small Business Division. Heather
holds a BA in Economics and French from Wofford, serves on the Presidents Advisory




Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Robot farmers and perfect climate control. Organic. Non-GMO. Zero chemicals.
Ultra-efficient. This is Robotany, an agtech company which is disrupting the way we
think about farming and food sustainability. Join us in the Space on Thursday, Nov. 2,
think about farming and food sustainability. Join us in the Space on Thursday, Nov. 2,
from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m., as 2010 graduate Austin Webb shares the story of his journey from




The Wofford Entrepreneur Market 
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:00:00 PM
Location: Sign Up
Cost: 
Details: Do you have your own business but aren't sure how to get your company name
out there? Are you trying to gain more exposure and sell your products to the Wofford
community? Then sign up to have a table at the first annual Wofford Market in front of
Burwell on Nov. 14, as part of Global Entrepreneurship Week! This event is a great way
to make some money and get your business known to the Wofford student body. Any
businesses from t-shirts, to jewelry, to tables, to artwork are WANTED! Sign ups last until
Wednesday, Nov. 2, so don't wait, sign up today! To sign up or for more information
contact: Owen Hughes: hughesot@email.wofford.edu or (865) 293-9787 Ari De Lucy:





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Muslim Students Association (MSA) is hosting their second movie night with
delicious snacks. "Malcolm X is a biographical epic of the controversial and influential
Black Nationalist leader, from his early life and career as a small-time gangster, to his




Dinner with Wofford Alum Regina Fuller '11
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: N/A
Details: Regina Fuller '11 will be hosting a dinner for current students of color about their
experiences at Wofford. The dinner will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 14 at 7 p.m., in the
Meadors Multicultural House (AMS/NPHC House) in the Greek Village. While she was a
student at Wofford, Regina was involved with the Association of Multicultural Students
(AMS) and traveled as a Wofford Presidential International Scholar investigating identity
in the African Diaspora. She is currently completing her doctorate in Educational Policy
Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and is a member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Incorporated. If you would like to attend the dinner please RSVP through the
Sorority Incorporated. If you would like to attend the dinner please RSVP through the






2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is Monday, Nov. 6. Visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?id=462187 for more




Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be






SENIORS: Get Your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences






Wake Forest School of Business Dinner 
Details: The Wake Forest School of Business will be on campus November 2 & 3. This
Details: The Wake Forest School of Business will be on campus November 2 & 3. This
will be a great opportunity to learn more about their unique programs & highly ranked
Masters in Management, Master of Science in Business Analytics, and Master of Science
in Accounting Programs. See them at the Grad Fair and then join them for dinner







Found: A basic TI calculator was found in Olin 201. If yours, contact Charlotte Knotts-




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, October 31, 2017
Date: October 31, 2017 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Lunch with Nathaniel Smith
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
UKirk Halloween Movie Night
RUF Large Group
Upcoming
Events                                                                             
All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Graduate School Fair
Lunch & Learn w/ Heather Onstott
Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
The Wofford Entrepreneur Market
Physics speaker Dr. Sriparna Bhattacharya discusses Novel Materials for Optimal
Thermoelectric Performance
Criminal Conspiracy (Asian Studies Program film series)
Announcements
Apply to be a Global Ambassador
SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Intramural Soccer Signups




Lunch with Nathaniel Smith
Date/Time: 10/31/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a lunch discussion with Nathaniel Smith, focusing on how Wofford
can develop and deepen community partnerships for social equity and health equity in the
Northside and all over Spartanburg. Smith spoke last night, as part of the Culture of
Sustainability Symposium sponsored by the Milliken Sustainability Initiative. He is
founder and chief equity officer of the Partnership for Southern Equity, which advocates
for policies and actions that promote balanced growth and inclusive prosperity in
metropolitan Atlanta and beyond; and previously served as director of partnerships and





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 10/31/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




UKirk Halloween Movie Night
Date/Time: 10/31/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: 2nd Pres
Cost: 
Details: Join us at Second Pres across the street from Wofford for a relaxed movie night.
We will have snacks and it will definitely be a fun time.




Date/Time: 10/31/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join RUF tonight for Large Group! This semester, we will be covering the "I am"
statements in John. Come for the message, stay for the free dessert at the end. We'd love






All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us on Wednesday at 12:30 p.m., on the Seal of Main Building as the
names of students, staff, faculty, friends and alumni of the college who have died during
the past year are read aloud as the college bell is tolled. All are invited to attend.The
ceremony will conclude by 12:45 p.m. The All Saints Remembrance Tolling of the Bell is





Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Graduate School? Plan to attend our Graduate Fair in Great Oaks
Hall where more than 20 schools will be representing their different programs. Open to all





Lunch & Learn w/ Heather Onstott
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Heather Onstott is the CFO at Freight Farms, Inc. www.freightfarms.com, a
startup focused on creating a more connected and sustainable food supply. Heather is also
a Venture Partner at LaunchCapital and cofounded their Small Business Division. Heather
holds a BA in Economics and French from Wofford, serves on the Presidents Advisory




Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Robot farmers and perfect climate control. Organic. Non-GMO. Zero chemicals.
Ultra-efficient. This is Robotany, an agtech company which is disrupting the way we
think about farming and food sustainability. Join us in the Space on Thursday, Nov. 2,
think about farming and food sustainability. Join us in the Space on Thursday, Nov. 2,
from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m., as 2010 graduate Austin Webb shares the story of his journey from




The Wofford Entrepreneur Market 
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:00:00 PM
Location: Sign Ups
Cost: 
Details: Do you have your own business but aren't sure how to get your company name
out there? Are you trying to gain more exposure and sell your products to the Wofford
community? Then sign up to have a table at the first annual Wofford Market in front of
Burwell on November 14th as part of Global Entrepreneurship Week! This event is a great
way to make some money and get your business known to the Wofford student body. Any
businesses from t-shirts, to jewelry, to tables, to artwork are WANTED! Sign ups last until
Wednesday, Nov. 2 so don't wait, sign up today! To sign up or for more information
contact: Owen Hughes: hughesot@email.wofford.edu or (865) 293-9787 Ari De Lucy:




Physics speaker Dr. Sriparna Bhattacharya discusses Novel Materials for Optimal
Thermoelectric Performance
Date/Time: 11/3/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 122 - The Pit
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Sriparna Bhattacharya, Department of Physics, will be discussing the
methods of optimizing the thermoelectric performance of two classic thermoelectric
material systems, viz., PbTe, and SnSe. Contrary to the general understanding about the
effects of homogeneity of a material, the incorporation of heterogeneous structures
(micro- and nanostructures in a PbTe nanocube matrix) enabled us to enhance the TE
performance. Furthermore, the effect of low mass density of SnSe on thermoelectric




Criminal Conspiracy (Asian Studies Program film series)
Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The Asian Studies Program presents a screening of the 2017 Korean
documentary film "Criminal Conspiracy." The film portrays how South Korean media has
been seriously ruined by politicians and their cronies. English subtitles will be available.







Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be






SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences






Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: Now through Dec. 5, Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor's Society, will be
collecting books for local elementary schools. Collection boxes are placed in Burwell, and
on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Old Main (in the English wing). Any and all books will be





Details: Sign up now for Intramural Soccer. There will be a league for men and a league
for women. The games are 7v7, thus a minimum of 7 players is required to enter, but 10
or more players is preferable. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or for assistance in
finding a team to join. Varsity soccer players, including seniors, are not eligible to
finding a team to join. Varsity soccer players, including seniors, are not eligible to





Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact






Lost: ALERT! BIKE THIEF! My bike was stolen from my apt yesterday afternoon! It is a
blue beach cruiser with brown leather handlebars and a brown leather seat. It has a green
bike lock hooked to the handles and balloon strings hanging from the handlebars (with
deflated balloons) I love it very much and would love for it to return home safely! Please




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
